
Lot Lot Description Estimate

A1 Small Arms of the Anglo Boer War R 975.00

The authoritative book on Boer War Weapons. By Ron Bester & Assoc. Hard cover, 

illustrated, 380 pages. New

A2 Artillery of the Anglo Boer War R 975.00

Leather bound limited edition, No. 64 of 100. Book by Lionel Crook, edited by Ron 

Bester. Hard cover, illustrated, 336 pages. New.

A3 In Unknown Africa R 350.00

By Major Powell-Cotton. Printed 1904. A classic account of the major's adventures and 

hunting expeditions in Uganda at the turn of the century. A historic work of note.

A4 Hayes Handgun Omnibus R 650.00

A catalogued encyclopaedia of collective pistols and revolvers by R. Hayes and I. D. 

Skennerton, first edition, 2007, with dust cover in excellent condition.

A5 Antique Detachable Colt Shoulder Stock R 5500.00

Metal skeleton stock for Colt single action revolver. Particularly popular with the Buntline 

model. Excellent original condition.

A6 Star Mod A/MD Pistol Shoulder Stock/Holster R 1750.00

Designed to allow the Mod A & MD to operate in the SMG role. Hi-capacity 16 & 32rd. 

Magazines are also available to use with this option. A robust model of walnut and in 

excellent condition.

A7 Armourer's Cutaway R4 Rifle R 12500.00

Demonstration cutaway example clearly showing all working parts. Includes a standard 

30 round magazine. Excellent condition.

A8 .303 Armourer's Skeleton Rifle R 1450.00

Butt stock, action and barrel stub, no sights. Shows all working parts. Magazine with cut-

out. Good condition.

A9 Deactivated Sanna 77 Display R 2950.00

By Skerpnal Vuurwapens of Pretoria. The gun displayed on a large irregular wooden 

mount with an explanatory inset. Very good condition.

A10 Moisin Nagant Deactivated Rifle R 2250.00

Carbine model with a 20" (508mm) barrel, front sight missing, rear ladder sight, two 

barrel bands. The beech stock a bit tired. Folding cruciform bladed 12" bayonet is 

standard. Good condition.
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A11 Deactivated 7.62mm FN/R1 Rifle R 6500.00

Ex-Rhodesian service rifle with typical camo paint finish to it. Deactivated to new SA spec 

which allows all moving parts. Good condition.

A12 Deactivated .303 No.4 Lee Enfield Rifle R 3750.00

Typical No.4 service rifle as used by SA forces WW2. Deactivated to new [post 2004] 

spec which has operating parts to the rifle. Good condition.

A13 Deactivated Yugoslav M56 SMG R 2750.00

All metal version with a folding stock. The standard 9.5" (241mm) round tapered barrel 

with low rear sight and shrouded front sight. Magazine is  AWOL. Good condition.

A14 .303 Deactivated Cadet Rifle R 950.00

A Lee Enfield action with shroud and cut-out. The barrel and forearm shortened to 22.5" 

(572mm) as per the standard cadet training rifle. Blade front sight and ladder rear sight. 

Action operative. Woodwork a bit tired, volley sights removed. Breech band shows 'ER. 

BSA Co, 1903 and LE'. Fair condition.

A15 Tommy Helmet R 250.00

Standard WW1 and 2 British infantry helmet. Finished in desert camo paint . Good 

condition.

A16 Bren Gun Tripod R 2450.00

Used in Rhodesian bush war. Fair traces of Rhodesian camo paint still adhering to bipod.

A17 Holsters x 3 R 395.00

Webley military, Webley SAP, Colt quickdraw. All could benefit from some leather 

conditioner, but otherwise in good condition.

A18 16x 40 Zeiss Jena Binoculars In Leather Case R 1750.00

Telsexor model with optics that are still surprisingly good. Brass is showing in places, but 

overall good condition.

A19 Assorted Vintage Powder Flasks x 6 R 4750.00

Four metal, one wood and metal and one Arabian leather with a brass cap retained by a 

small chain. 1. Large decorated Arabian triangular form of decorated silver. Good 

condition.  2. Appears to be Eastern European, wood with decorative brass inlays. Good 

condition. 3. Gourd shaped flask, reputedly made from a camel's scrotum. Decoratively 

finished all over.  Good condition. 4. Copper & brass Hawksley shotgun flask. Decorative. 

Very good condition. 5. Dixon & Sons. Brass shotgun flask. Good condition. 6. English 

styled copper & brass shotgun flask with leather carrying thong fitted. Good condition.

A20 7.62mm FN Magazines 30rd x 6 R 3000.00

Scarce 30rd. magazine. Used on the 7,62mm Bren gun, FN Heavy Barrel and also 

suitable for the FN-Fal/R1.

A21 7.62mm FN Magazines 20rd x 6 R 2000.00

Good used condition.

A22 7.62mm G3 Magazines 20rd New x 6 R 900.00

Unissued.

A23 5.56mm R4/LM4 Magazines 35rd x 6 R 2500.00

As new.

A24 7.62x39mm AK Magazines x 6 R 1500.00

Good used condition.

A25 9mmp Uzi Magazines x 6 R 1200.00

Good used condition.

A26 7.62x54r DP LMG Magazines x 6 R 2400.00

Flat drum type magazines holding 47 rds. Appear to be unissued.

A27 9mmp FN-HP 32rd & 25r. Ext Magazines x 4 R 950.00

Issued for use on the Rhodesian R76 HMC. An extended FN Hi-power magazine. Good 

used condition.
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A28 7.62x39mm RDP Drum Magazines x 2 R 1000.00

Designed to carry the feed belt on the RPD LMG. Includes the link belts which are fed 

into the magazine/carrier. Good condition.

A29 Classic Leather Rifle/Shotgun Bags R 1750.00

Vintage leather slips. Good condition.

A30 Elephant Hide Bag - New R 2000.00

Custom made 50" rifle bag of elephant hide.

A31 Nikon Prostaff 4-12x40 Rifle - Scope Duplex Reticule R 2250.00

No mounts. Excellent condition.

A32 Barska 6-18x40 Rifle Scope - Boxed R 2250.00

As new in makers cardboard box.

A33 Bushnell 10x42 "Powerview" Binoculars R 850.00

In black carry case. Excellent condition.

A34 .177 Diana 350 Premium Air Rifle R 2250.00

In 'as new' condition. A large gun at 48" (1220mm) overall. Adjustable front and rear 

sights, receiver with a grooved base for telescopic sight. Excellent condition.

A35 Weihrauch Model 25 Air Rifle R 750.00

A  'baby' model - small and light, top break with 15.25" (388mm) round barrel, adjustable 

rear sight, blade front sight. Stock of varnished hardwood. Very good condition.

A36 Weihrauch HW50 Air Rifle R 2750.00

Somewhat larger than the previous model. A15.5" (393mm) round top-break barrel with 

adjustable front and rear sights and trigger. The stock of beech with a rubber butt pad. 

Excellent condition.

A37 Diana Air Mod 79 .177 Air Rifle R 1500.00

Round barrel of 17.25" (438mm) could do with a good clean. Break-action. Hooded front 

sight, adjustable rear sight. Hardwood stock with slight Monte Carlo comb, Polymer butt 

pad. Made in Gt. Britain. Good condition.

A38 BSA  .177 Air Rifles x 3 R 1950.00

1. A 14" (356mm) round barrel, break action. hardwood stock stamped "BSA". Good 

condition. 2. Round Barrel of 18.5" (470mm) fitted with blade front sight and adjustable 

rear sight. Break-action. Hardwood stock with rubber butt pad. Fair condition. 3. Round 

Barrel of 18.5" (470mm) fitted with blade front sight and adjustable rear sight. Break-

action. Hardwood stock with rubber butt pad. Fair condition.

A39 No Item

A40 Complete Encyclopaedias - 3 R 300.00

The complete encyclopaedias of Pistols and Revolvers, Automatic Army Rifles and Rifles 

and Carbines, 3 book set by A. E. Hartink. A must for the collector.

A41 A Treasury of Modern Small Arms; Handguns R 300.00

Edited by Jaso Burk and Frederick Williamson - 2 books - large format. much illustrated.

A42 Modern Pistol Shooting/ The Gun and You R 200.00

First by P. C. Freeman, second by Hilton Hamman. Good condition.

A43 4 Books - Guns And Rifles R 250.00

Guns in Color/ Guns/ Handguns & Rifles and Modern Handguns. Various editors/writers, 

all in good condition.

A44 Rifle Spotting Scope/ Binoculars R 450.00

The spotting scope a Shin Han 9 to 30X 40mm Zoom. The binoculars 10x50mm wide 

angle. Both in good condition.

A45 Replica non-firing Frontier Six-Shooter R 250.00

In original maker's box. A display item

A46 Nuline 15x to 45x Spotting Scope R 450.00

In original maker's protective carry case. As new.
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A47  'Snipers Special' R 500.00

Nine books and one DVD, mainly concerned with snipers and sniping. Good condition.

A48 Rifles And Handguns Of The World R 250.00

Rifles by Oliver Achard, Handguns by Jean-Noe Mouret, a 2 book set. Good condition.

A49 Battle Series - 7 books R 375.00

No Picnic / Falklands War/ Green Beach WW2/The Battle of the River Plate/ Here is 

Your War/ Dieppe/ In Harms Way.

A50 Small Arms and Pistols of the World R 300.00

Three book set. Small Arms of the World / Pistols of the World / Beginner's Guide to 

Guns. Good condition.

A51 Collector's Special - 6 Books R 500.00

Pistols & Revolvers / The Great Book of Guns / The Collector's Book of Modern 

Handguns / Modern Small Arms / The Illustrated Book of Pistols / Rifles & Handguns. All 

hardcover large format with dust jackets.

A52 Red Dot Scope & Fore End Grip R 450.00

Weaver Quik-Point, no batteries required, self-lumination zero parallax. Plus retractable 

and folding fore end grip for Picatinny rail. As new.

A53 Eley Cartridge Display Board R 55000.00

Board dates pre-1910, as it is marked to "Rood, Pemberthy &Co. Malmesbury, Cape 

Colony". Board measures 25,5" x 31" ad is marked "Eley Military Sporting 

Cartridges". It includes a display of centerfire, rimfire ammo and shotshells as well as 

wads and percussion caps. All in exceptional good original condition.

A54 Framed trade labels x 6 R 7500.00

Framed leather trade labels. Includes labels marked to "James Purdey & Sons", "Holland 

& Holland", "William Evans, Ltd.",  "John Rigby & Co.",  "Westley Richards" and "James 

Woodward & Sons". Frames measure 14" x 11,5". All in "as new" condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

B1 10ga W Ogilvie Flint S/S Shotgun R 16500.00

A big double gun with long 36" (916mm) browned Damascus barrels.  William Ogilvie 

was born in 1795 in Banf Scotland. Flintlocks and top rib marked to 'Wm Ogilvie', scroll 

engraving to locks, top tang, trigger guard and stock escutcheon. German silver trigger 

guard, butt plate & small parts. Metal ramrod is present. Chequering has been recut. A 

better quality gun in good to good plus condition.

B2 12ga Gerds Percussion Shotgun R 3750.00

Gun has been professionally refinished. Single barrel shotgun with an octagonal  breech. 

Lock marked to 'F. Gerds' and lightly engraved with scroll work and a game scene. Top 

tang, hammer and trigger-guard also engraved. Plain straight-grained walnut stock with 

square flat-top chequering in very good refinished condition. Wooden ramrod.

B3 Gibbs Match Percussion Rifle R 95000.00

Heavy round tapered 32" (812mm) barrel with cross-ways adjustable front sight and top 

tang mounted ladder rear peep sight. The plain percussion lock marked, 'George 

Gibbs'. The walnut stock in excellent condition with squarish 18LPI chequering to the 

pistol grip. Excellent bore. A leather sling is fitted. Overall excellent. A very desirable 

piece.

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
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B4 .451 Whitworth Target Rifle - Cased R 125000.00

A classic example of the genre. The round tapered 33" (838mm) blued barrel with a 

ladder rear sight, missing a front blade sight, marked to 'Whitworth Patent'. The 

percussion lock marked 'W under a crown and sunburst'. The walnut stock of good 

colour and exhibiting excellent barring, chequered to 16LPI to a squarish diamond 

pattern to hand and fore arm. Excellent bore. A two barrel band example. The oak case 

shows a split the length of the lid which could be easily repaired. Excellent condition.

B5 Percussion 'Bobbejaanboud' Musket R 13500.00

Full-stock to typical 44,5" 'Sterloop' barrel. Bone insert to fore sight. Two "Sterloop" signs 

to barrel. Engraved German silver trigger guard, butt plate & ramrod pipes. Some light 

engraving to lock. Typical heavy 'bobbejaanboud' styled butt with cheekpiece and 

chequering to wrist. Twelve gauge smoothbore barrel. Gun is in fairly good condition with 

some minor stock damage in front of lock and a crack which can easily be repaired 

emanating from that. Good to good plus original.

B6 Westley Richards & 1860 Muzzleloaders x 2 R 1150.00

The WR percussion rifle with a 34" (864mm) octagonal barrel with a standing V rear sight 

and small bead front sight. Top barrel flat marked 'W. Richards, London'. The metal 

ramrod is missing a cylindrical ferrule on the barrel. The woodwork is showing its age. 

The 1860's 33" (838mm) round barrel is lacking a rear sight and the front barrel band is 

minus a fastening screw. The lock is marked 'VR under a crown'. Stock split behind the 

lock and much eaten away by termites towards the metal butt plate. Poor condition.

B7 .54cal Hawken Replica Rifle R 2250.00

A heavy octagonal untapered 28" (712mm) barrel fitted with a blade front sight and 

tangent rear sight. The colour case hardened lock with cast-in scroll work. Brass butt 

plate, patch box cover, trigger guard, forearm tip and two ramrod ferrules. Walnut stock 

with some contrasting figure, good colour. Excellent condition.

B8 .451  Henry Volunteer Replica Muzzleloader R 6500.00

The heavy round tapered 32" (813mm) barrel with two barrel bands, with tube-type front 

sight and modern dioptre Lyman rear sight. The plain percussion lock marked 'Alexr. 

Henry' with a crown to its rear. Walnut stock with good colour and some contrasting 

figure with chequering to the hand and a nice wrap around forearm pattern. Brass butt 

plate, trigger guard and forearm tip, no ramrod fitted. Excellent condition.

B9 W.M. Rawbone Percussion Sporting Single Musket R 7500.00

Rudimentary rear sight to 31,5" smoothbore 'Sterloop' Damascus barrel. Under rib to 

barrel which is marked 'Made for W .M. Rawbone'. Steel engraved trigger guard which 

has an acorn finial. Engraved lock and hammer. Fairly good condition.

B10 .50cal Pedersoli 'Super Fancy' Rolling Block - New R 9000.00

Inline percussion rifle with round slightly tapered barrel of 21,5" [545mm), Ramrod 

securely held underneath. The action silvered and engraved with fancy scrolling and 

borders. The stock and forearm of fancy pattern dyed hardwood. The butt pad solid black 

rubber. New.

B11 12ga DGH S/S Percussion Shotgun - New R 6500.00

Double barrel with 28" (710mm) barrels, smooth finished hard wood stock with cheek 

piece and extended trigger guard forming a pistol grip, metal work displays all blued 

finish. New

B12 .50cal Ardesa 'Vortek' Rifle - New R 5500.00

Inline percussion rifle.  72cm (28 3/8") fluted barrel, break action with hammer. Synthetic 

stock and fore arm . As new.

B13 .50cal T/C Triumph Bone Collector - New R 8500.00

Inline muzzle loader with 28" barrel, 'Weathershield' finish and recoil absorbing stock. 

New in box.
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B14 12ga DGH Single Barrel Shotgun - New R 3750.00

Octagon to round 32" (850mm) barrel, smooth fore end, two panel chequering to grip, 

blued hammer and lock. New.

B15 British Brunswick Percussion Rifle R 3500.00

Full stock to 39" 11ga. smoothbore barrel, British military acceptance / inspection stamps 

to rear of barrel. Lock with 'Tower V.R' markings to it. Cheekpiece to stock which is fitted 

with brass butt plate. Fair to good overall condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

C1 Mauser K98 SG84/98 WWII Bayonet R 1650.00

Left side of ricasso stamped '44crs', right side stamped '4812c' as is all steel scabbard. 

Bakelite grips secured by two screw bolts, Waffenampt stamps to top of pommel, leather 

frog. Good to good plus condition. Rare.

C2 Mauser K98 SG84/98 WWII Pattern Bayonet R 1500.00

Bakelite grips secured by two screw bolts. Left side of ricasso stamped '41ddl' which 

stands for Wittkop & Co Bielefeld 1941. Extremely good original condition.

C3 Mauser K98 SG84/98 WWII Bayonet R 1600.00

This one has wood grips held by two screws, Waffenampt stamps to pommel, fullered 

knife blade, left side of ricasso struck '43asw' and right side struck with serial number. 

Matching numbers to blade and scabbard, leather frog. Very good condition.

C4 Mauser K98 SG84/98 Bayonet R 1600.00

Late war 1944 production by Rich A. Horder. Typical late war machine marks evident to 

blade. Right side of ricasso struck with serial number H4810 as is the scabbard. Bakelite 

grips held by two screw bolts. Waffenampt inspection marks to top of pommel. All steel 

scabbard with matching number, blued finish to scabbard and blade which has a length 

of 246mm. Includes leather frog. Blade in good plus condition, scabbard shows some 

loss of finish.

C5 Mauser K98 SG84/98 WWII Pattern Bayonet R 1600.00

With bakelite grips secured by two screw bolts, left side of ricasso marked 'asw' right 

side carries serial number 3822y as does scabbard. Polished blued finish to blade, 

Waffenampt stamps to top of pommel, leather frog, all in particularly good condition.

C6 Mauser Model 1898/02 Pioneer Sawback By Erfurt R 3500.00

Saber blade of 425mm with sawback with 34 double teeth, fullered. Ricasso is struck 

with a 'crown over ERFURT', back of the blade stamped '02 under crowned W' & 

inspection marks. Hilt of wood grips with 9 oblique grooves on both sides, cross guard 

with quillion struck with 'R.P. 1X.2.29'. Leather bodied cross guard with steel top mount 

with frog stud and steel chape with finial. Some light discolouring to blade rest good to 

good plus overall. Scarce.

C7 Mauser Model 1871 & 1871/84 Bayonet R 2950.00

Fullered sabre blade of 470mm polished bright, left side of the ricasso struck 'COULAUX 

& CO / KLINGENTHAL'. Brass hilt with oblique grooves on the right side, the left side 

plain, secured by steel rivet, steel cross guard with muzzle ring with finial, quillion with 

finial. Black leather bodied scabbard with brass top mount with frog stud, brass chape 

with finial. This is the standard infantry version of the Seitengeweher model 1871. Good 

plus original.

C8 Mauser Model 1871/84 Sawback Seitengewehr Bayonet R 2950.00

Fullered sabre, sawback blade with 27 double teeth, polished finish, 468mm length. Left 

side of the ricasso struck 'W.R KIRSCHBAUM/SOLINGEN'. Back of blade stamped '74 

under a crowned W'. Brass hilt with oblique grooves on the right side, left side plain, 

secured by a steel rivet, steel cross guard with muzzle ring with finial and quillion with 

finial. Left side of cross guard marked with the unit marking '53.R.7.4.'. Black leather 

bodied scabbard with brass top mount and brass chape with finial, leather frog. Sawback 

model 1871 was mainly issued to infantry and NCO's. Good over all condition.

CATEGORY C ~ EDGED WEAPONS
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C9 KS98 Sawback Wooden Handled Bayonet R 1800.00

Fullered 251mm sawback with 19 saw teeth, 'crown over Erfurt' stamp to rhs of ricasso, 

'crown over W12' with inspectors stamp to back of blade, smooth wood grips secured 

by two screw bolts. Cross guard with reversed quillion. All steel scabbard. Good original 

condition.

C10 Australian Pattern 1907 Hooked Quillion Bayonet R 5500.00

Fullered blade of 430mm, left side of ricasso stamped 'crown ER 1907 7-19 & Lithgow', 

right side of ricasso stamped with Broad Arrow disposal marks and three armourers 

stamps. Hooked quillion, wooden grips held with two bolts and nuts. Leather bodied 

mangrovite scabbard, webbing frog. Relatively good condition. Scarce.

C11 French Model 1874 Gras Bayonet R 1450.00

T-Shaped blade of 520mm, the right side of the ricasso struck with inspector marks, 

back of the blade marked 'Mre d' Armes de St. Etienne 1875'. Hilt has a brass pommel, 

wood grips secured by steel rivets, steel cross guard with muzzle ring and strongly 

forward curved quillion with finial. It has an all metal scabbard with flattened over all 

section tapering towards the point. Original leather frog, matching numbers to cross 

guard and scabbard. Good plus condition.

C12 French Model 1842 Chassepot Bayonet R 1500.00

Fullered  yataghan style blade of 569mm, French Arsenal markings to back of blade, 

cast brass hilt, muzzle ring with finial and a quillion with finial. Blued steel scabbard. 

Good condition.

C13 French Mod 1886 Lebel Bayonet R 1500.00

Hilt and frog matching numbers. Cruciform section blade of 520mm, silver alloy grip, 

cross guard with muzzle ring and swept forward quillion. All metal scabbard tapering 

towards tip with finial. Good plus condition.

C14 Japanese Model 1889 Type 22 1st Variation Bayonet R 1950.00

Fullered blade of 278mm, hilt with very short grips held by steel bolt with oval washers, 

steel pommel and cross guard with muzzle ring and swept forward quillion with finial. 

Wooden grips show some wear to them. The right side of the cross guard carries the 

mark of the Imperial Chrysanthemum. All steel scabbard with long frog stud and a chape 

of rectangular contour. About twenty thousand of these small hilted Mod 1889 bayonets 

were made. Some mottling to steel finish on blade and wear to wooden scales. Fair to 

good overall.

C15 Japanese Model 1889 Type 22 2nd Variation Bayonet R 1750.00

Polished steel fullered blade of 275mm, steel hilt with a long pommel and short 28mm 

grips. All steel blued scabbard. This bayonet was issued for the Murata Type 22 rifle with 

an 8 round tubular magazine. The right side of the cross guard marked with Imperial 

Chrysanthemum. Good original condition.

C16 Japanese 6.5mm Training Rifle Bayonet R 1500.00

Fullered blade of 284mm, spear shaped ending in a dull point, crudely made and secured 

to the hilt with a steel rivet. Bright finish to blade. Steel forged hilt with an external press 

catch spring made of steel wire held in a groove in the grip. Cross guard with strongly 

curved quillion secured to hilt with a screw. Blued steel scabbard with a collar and loop. 

Good original condition.

C17 Japanese Murata Model 1885 Type 18 Rifle Bayonet R 1500.00

Sabre blade of 454mm fullered on both sides, wood grips retained by screws with oval 

washers, cross guard with muzzle ring and a swept forward quillion with finial. Japanese 

markings to both cross guard and ricasso. Scabbard with black leather body, steel top 

mount and chape. Both bayonet and scabbard are very similar to the Turkish Model 1887 

sword bayonet. Fair to good condition.

C18 Polish WWII  Bayonet R 950.00

For WZ24 Mauser with muzzle ring, single edged 250mm blade, LHS of ricasso stamped 

with 'Polish Eagle over WP', opposite side of ricasso struck with 'E within circle 

PERKUN'. Wood grips secured by two screw bolts, serial number to cross guard with 

muzzle ring. All steel scabbard with frog stud and finial. Fair to good condition.
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C19 Italian M1938A SMG folding Bayonet R 1250.00

For M1938A sub machine gun. Muzzle ring has been replaced by an attachment lug 

which may have been modified. Brass chape to steel scabbard. Fair to good condition.

C20 Swedish Model 1896 Mauser Bayonet R 950.00

The 8" (200mm) spearpoint blade with a narrow 7/8 length fuller. Knurled steel handle. 

Includes a steel scabbard with a leather frog. Very good condition.

C21 Danish Mod 1867 Remington Rolling Block 1st Type Bayonet R 1800.00

Yataghan blade, fullered, left side of the ricasso struck with the manufacturers name, 

'Weyersburg Kirschbaum & Co Solingen', hilt of chequered black leather grips, spring 

to right side, cross guard with muzzle ring with finial and quillion with finial. Cross guard 

marked on the right side with unit marking '13B.449.' on left side with serial number 

'61355'. All steel parts polished bright. Black leather bodied scabbard with steel top 

mount and steel chape with finial. First type with leaf spring locking mechanism. Very 

good plus condition.
C22 Danish Mod 1867 Remington Rolling Block 2nd Type Bayonet R 1700.00

Yataghan blade, fullered, left side of the ricasso struck with the manufacturers name, 

'Alex Coppel Solingen', hilt of chequered black leather grips, spring to right side, cross 

guard with muzzle ring with finial and quillion with finial. Cross guard marked on the right 

side with unit marking '3AB.799.' on left side with serial number '67422'. All steel parts 

polished bright. Black leather bodied scabbard with steel top mount and steel chape with 

finial. Second type with internal curl spring scarcer, made from 1884 onwards. Good 

original condition.

C23 Danish G3 Eickhorn Bayonet R 950.00

Double edged blade of 230mm manufactured by Eickhorn Germany and exported to 

Denmark. One piece black plastic grip, the pommel with press catch and a stud to fix into 

the gas port of the rifle, steel cross guard and muzzle ring. First pattern scabbard with 

brown plastic impregnated plywood body, webbing belt loop with retaining straps. Mint 

condition.

C24 Danish M1889 Krag Jorgenson Bayonet R 1600.00

Fullered blade of 225mm with ricasso stamped 'R.KV Kovhanhagen', hilt has long 

mortise slot to provide attachment support without a muzzle ring and a nearly vertically 

mounted press catch at the face of the pommel. Pommel carries both weapon number 

and unit number markings. Wood grips, leather bodied scabbard with steel top mount 

and chape. This bayonet was made out of one piece of steel. Good condition.

C25 Danish M1889 Krag Jorgenson Carbine Bayonet R 1600.00

Bright polished sabre blade of 451mm, wood grips secured by two brass rivets, right side 

of cross guard marked 'Haerens Tojhus' this stands for army arsenal and was used 

from 1910 to 1923, left side of cross guard marked with serial number, the left side of the 

pommel with unit markings of '5B438'. Black leather bodied scabbard with steel top 

mount and steel chape with finial. Excellent condition.

C26 Danish M4 for US M1 Carbine Bayonet R 800.00

Black finished blade of 167mm, red composition grips. Plywood type finish to body of 

scabbard which has integral webbing rings. Excellent condition.

C27 Danish Madsen 1947/53 Bolt Action Rifle Bayonet R 950.00

Brightly polished double edged blade of 208mm. Serial number to ricasso. All steel 

scabbard, parkerized black. Excellent condition.

C28 Swedish M1867 Rolling Block Rifle 1st Type Bayonet R 950.00

Tapered cruciform section blade. Short socket with a press catch mechanism to the rear, 

left side struck '12R.4K. No.97' and serial number to the shank. Inspection stamps to the 

right side of the shank. No scabbard. Very good condition.

C29 Swedish M1867 Rolling Block Rifle 2nd Type Bayonet R 1750.00

Sharp-tipped cruciform section blade of 19,5". Central locking ring. Well marked. Good 

plus condition. Scarce.

C30 No Item
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C31 Canadian Ross Bayonet R 1600.00

Square pommel marked to 'Ross Rifle Co Quebec', patented 1907. Bayonet is in mint 

condition. No inspection or approval stamps to it. Lunch box special??

C32 Canadian Ross Bayonet R 1800.00

Back of polished blade rounded, blade ends in a semi spear point, hilt with a square 

pommel marked 'Ross Rifle Co Quebec'. Patented 1907. Opposite side of pommel is 

marked '08 9/10' with Canadian ownership stamps to it. Leather scabbard and frog is 

stamped 'SDGH' signifying issue to Storm Dundas Glengarry Highlanders. Good plus 

condition.

C33 Canadian Martini Metford P1893  Mk II Bayonet R 3000.00

Double edged knife blade of 304mm, LHS of ricasso stamped 'crown VR 2 94 

Wilkinson London', RHS of ricasso has WD plus disposal stamps and inspector stamps 

to it. Wood grips held by two brass rivets, cross guard with stepped muzzle ring and short 

quillion, steel pommel with standard 1887 type locking mechanism. The left side of the 

cross guard is stamped 'M & D. 690'. Scabbard has a black leather body with steel top 

mount and chape, chape is presently held in place by tape. This model 1893 bayonet 

combines a standard pattern 1888 blade with an altered pattern 1887 hilt. Only 1000 

pieces were made by the Wilkinson Sword Company and supplied by the British 

Government to the Canadian Army. Right hand wooden grip has a crack to it, some light 

pitting to front of blade. Very scarce.

C34 Pattern 1842 Musket & 1851 Minie Rifle Socket Bayonet R 600.00

Socket bayonet with 17,25" blade which is marked to 'S. Hill' and has various 

inspection/acceptance stamps. No scabbard. Good condition.

C35 Pattern 1903 Lee Enfield Bayonet R 1800.00

Double edged knife blade of 294mm, similar to the pattern 1888 bayonet. Wood grips 

secured by two brass rivets. This bayonet is without pattern stamps, prototype pattern 

1888 bayonet fitted with new hilt adopted in 1903 and in use with the home guard until 

end of WWII. Leather bodied scabbard without frog stud but with leather belt frog and 

steel chape. Good condition.

C36 Italian M1870 & M1870.87 Vetterli Vitali Rifle Bayonet R 850.00

Fullered knife blade of 300mm, wood grips, cross guard with muzzle ring and straight 

quillion with finial. Scabbard has black leather body with steel top mount and chape. 

Scabbard body is marked 'R E J N A 1943'. Excellent condition.

C37 Italian M1891 Trooper Speciali Mannl. Carcano Bayonet R 750.00

Blued fullered blade of 300mm, wood grips, mortise slot placed across the back of the 

pommel with press catch on top of the pommel. All steel blued scabbard with re-

enforcement fins on both sides. Includes leather frog. All in good condition.

C38 Swedish M1894/14 & M1896, M45C SMG Bayonet R 950.00

Double edged knife blade of 332mm with the right side of the ricasso stamped with 

letters 'E J crowned E over anchor and letters A B'. Except for first 6mm which is 

blued, the blade is brightly polished. Wood grip plates secured by screws with nuts, cross 

guard with muzzle ring and short quillion, square press catch on left side of grip, just 

above the cross guard. Pommel fitted with extended mortise piece. All steel blued 

scabbard with a circular frog stud and finial. Excellent original condition.

C39 Italian M1870/16 Cut Down 1870 Vetterli Bayonet R 600.00

Fullered blade is shortened from 515mm to 230mm with fuller extending to the point, 

ricasso is marked 'Turino', the quillion has been removed and remaining part 

straightened, serial number to cross guard, long leaf spring at right side and press catch 

on the left. Scabbard is a shortened standard 1870 model with a black leather body with 

brass top mount and chape. Fair to good condition.

C40 Italian M1891/38 & 38 Carcano Bayonet R 600.00

Fixed blade model with fullered blade of 175mm. New style cross guard with small 

quillion under side of hilt still grooved. All steel scabbard with smooth surface, blued 

finish. Good condition.
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C41 Italian M1891 Mannlicher Carcano Rifle Bayonet R 650.00

Fullered blade of 300mm with 'M A' stamped to RHS of ricasso. Wood grips held by two 

steel rivets, cross guard with muzzle ring and straight quillion with finial, left side of cross 

guard struck with serial number. Leather bodied scabbard with steel top mount and 

chape, leather frog. Fair to good condition.

C42 Italian Pattern 1960 Knife R 1500.00

Parkerised single-edged fullered blade of 6,7". Wooden scales to handle, cross guard 

with finial and blind muzzle ring. Green painted leather scabbard. Manufactured by Terni. 

Very good condition. Scarce.

C43 German M1839 & M1839/55 Infanteri Gewehr Bayonet R 750.00

Socket bayonet with triangular blade of 493mm, number 23 is struck to the right side of 

the shank, no scabbard with bayonet. Good condition.

C44 Japanese Mod 911/Type 44 Cavalry Arisaka Carbine Bayonet R 2250.00

Second variation used by mounted troops only. Rare. Triangular blade of 370mm, top 

side with a deep groove, both undersides fullered, press catch mounted at left side of 

ricasso, socket is actually an adapter secured by two bolts through the stock and by tube 

that covers the muzzle. The straight end of the quillion runs through the adaptor and acts 

as the axis on which the blade pivots. No scabbard issued, bayonet was permanently 

attached to the carbine. All parts blued. Bayonet was used during both World Wars.

C45 Japanese type 44 Cavalry Carbine Folding Bayonet R 2950.00

Triangular sectioned blade with inletting to third side. Flat pointed 14" blade. Hinged 

folding section, bayonet would have been permanently fitted to carbine and had no 

scabbard. Good condition. Scarce.

C46 Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Jinsen Arsenal Bayonet R 1350.00

With wooden scabbard. Unfullered crudely forged blade with Jinsen Arsenal marking to 

ricasso, serial number to top of pommel, wood grips, cross guard with muzzle ring and 

straight quillion. Wooden scabbard with  triangular steel chape. Late WWII production. 

Good to good plus condition.

C47 Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet R 1400.00

Very rare variation with unfullered blade and birds head pommel. Produced in occupied 

China by Hukden Arsenal. Wooden scabbard with string binding and triangular steel 

chape. Arsenal marking to ricasso, serial number marking to top of birds head pommel. 

Good original overall.

C48 Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet R 1400.00

Issued for use on the Model 1897, 1905 and 1939 Arisaka rifles and carbine. Fullered 

knife blade of 392mm, right side of ricasso struck with the mark of the Toyoda Arsenal. 

Wood grips secured by two screw bolts with oval washers, cross guard with muzzle ring 

and straight quillion. All steel scabbard with loop and cylindrical shaped finial. Well made 

and heavily blued. This is more than likely a pre-war production version. Good to good 

plus condition.

C49 Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet - Rectangular Guard R 1300.00

Manufactured by Toyada Automatic Koom Works Arsenal. Unfullered blade, rectangular 

cross guard, plain wooden grips, serial number to top of pommel. Wooden scabbard with  

triangular steel chape. Arsenal stamps to ricasso. Good to good plus original condition.

C50 Japanese Arisaka Type 39 Bayonet - Jinsen Arsenal R 1200.00

Fullered knife blade with arsenal marking to ricasso. Wood grips secured by two screw 

bolts with oval washers, cross guard with muzzle ring and swept forward strongly curved 

quillion. Late war production scabbard of synthetic rubber. The blade itself is of pre WWII 

production. Good overall condition.
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C51 Japanese WWII Pole Type Bayonet R 1200.00

Crudely forged 395mm blade, rectangular cross guards with lash and rings on either 

side, plain wooden handles secured with two steel rivets. Scabbard made of two pieces 

of wood, wrapped together with string and with a steel band with loop and square steel 

chape. Obviously late WWII production with unshaped grips and an unfullered blade. 

Ricasso struck with the mark of the Second Tokyo Artillery Arsenal, serial number to hilt. 

Good original condition.

C52 Japanese Type 100 Sub Machine Gun Bayonet R 1200.00

Also used on Swiss Sig machine guns and Type 38 & 99 military rifles. Knife blade of 

200mm, fullered on both sides, hilt of two plain wood grips held by two screw bolts, a 

steel pommel and cross guard with muzzle ring. Steel scabbard with leather frog. Good 

original condition.

C53 Polish Model KBK47 Ak47 Assault Rifle Bayonet R 900.00

Knife blade of 200mm, fullered. Cross guard is marked with '11 in an oval' for the state 

arsenal Radom, right side marked 1958 for the year of manufacture. Dark brown plastic 

grips, steel bodied scabbard. Excellent condition.

C54 Polish AKM & WZ88 Assault Rifle Bayonet R 950.00

Clip point blade with rectangular slots for wire cutter. Light brown plastic handle, steel 

pommel with opening for wrist strap, steel cross guard with muzzle ring. Scabbard has a 

steel body with a wire cutter attachment rivetted to lower end, a rubber insulator round 

the top half and snap hook for retaining strap. The main difference between this Polish 

6H4 bayonet and the Russian AKM second pattern is the absence of the sawback. 

Matching numbers to cross guard and scabbard. Mint condition.

C55 Polish Mod 1922 & 1929 98/50 Butcher Blade Bayonet R 1200.00

For model 1922 & 1929 Mauser rifles. This is a standard Model 98/05 modified in Poland 

by replacing the grooved grips with plain wood grips and removing military markings. 

Fullered sabre blade of 365mm with ricasso marked to 'R Stock & Co Berlin - 

Marienfelde'. Some light dents to all metal scabbard. Fair to good condition.

C56 Polish WZ86/93 Bayonet for Lebel Rifle R 1250.00

Scarce French manufactured bayonet, blade of 342mm, cruciform sectioned, brass grip, 

cross guard with muzzle ring, press catch with chequered surface at the right, top of 

pommel struck with model designation 'WZ86/93'. Tubular section scabbard. 

Manufactured in France in or after 1916 and used by the Polish Army designated Wzor 

89/93. Good overall condition.

C57 WZ29 Mauser Bayonet R 1250.00

Made by Perkin and still with muzzle ring. Scarce.

C58 Polish WZ-29 & M1898 Bayonet R 1200.00

Fullered blade of 250mm with right side of ricasso marked 'H rectangle Percun & M 

within rectangle', left side of ricasso marked with 'Polish Eagle over WP' signifying 

Polish Army. Cross guard marked with serial number with muzzle ring. All steel scabbard 

with leather frog. Some light pitting to pommel. Fair to good condition.

C59 Polish Mauser 1898 Rifle & WZ 29 Carbine Bayonet R 1200.00

Bright polished 250mm blade with 'F B Radom' to the RH ricasso, opposite ricasso has 

the Polish Eagle over the letters 'W P'. Cross guard marked with serial number. All steel 

scabbard with leather frog. Wood grips to hilt secured by two screw bolts. Good plus 

condition.

C60 UDF Assegais x 2 R 3000.00

Issued to both the SAP "native constables" and UDF troops. Typical notched thumb 

indentations for drill blade alignment. A matched pair, overall length 58" (1.5m) with a leaf-

shaped blade of 13" (330mm) excellent condition.

C61 SADF/UDF Wilkinson Officers Sword R 3500.00

The 33" (839mm) single 3/4 fullered blade is much etched with floral roses and scrolls 

and thistles. The right side of the ricasso shows the British coat of arms, 'By 

appointment' and 'Wilkinson Sword & Co, London'. The leather scabbard in very 

good condition including frog and slings. The usual leather chape is present. Very good 

condition.
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C62 SADF Solingen Officers Sword R 2650.00

The 32.5"(825mm) blade with a 3/4 fuller on each side. Ricasso on LHS with S.A. Coat 

Of Arms on the right 'Solingen' and crest and 'M inside U'. Blade and hilt are excellent. 

Leather scabbard has lost some of its tip by the chape. Frog has its retaining band 

broken, though slings are still attached.

C63 British Bayonets x 4 R 1450.00

1. Pattern 1888 bayonet, manufactured by Enfield, leather bodied scabbard is loose on 

the chape. 2. Pattern 1907 bayonet manufactured by Enfield, with ownership and 

disposal stamps and marked 'T K Pohl' to wooden grip. 3. No. 9 Bowie blade bayonet. 

Very good condition. 4. Rounded spike bayonet. Very good condition.

C64 British Bayonets x 3 R 1250.00

1. Pattern 1907 Australian made bayonet with locking lug missing from the pommel. 2. 

No. 9 South African made bayonet with leather frog. 3. Rounded .303 No. 4 spike 

bayonet. Last two both in very good condition.

C65 Zulu & Shona Battle Axes R 1200.00

Shona Gano-Isezela Battle with hardwood shaft of 21". Zulu battle-axe, forging marks 

evident to blade. Both good condition.

C66-67 No Item

C68 Japanese Arisaka Type 30 Bayonet R 1850.00

Knife blade crudely forged and unfullered. The right side of the ricasso is struck with 

Kokura Arsenal mark consisting of one circle 'canon ball' on top of three others and the 

subcontracting Hikri Seiki Seisakusho subcontractor mark. Wood grips, cross guard with 

muzzle ring and straight quillion, all steel scabbard with loop and cylindrical shaped finial, 

includes leather frog. Good plus condition.

C69 US Ames Dahlgren Bowie Bayonets x 2 R 7500.00

Designed by Admiral John Dalgren as a replacement for the sword pattern bayonets on 

the 1861 Plymouth Rifle, the Dalgren Bowie was designed for close quarter work and is 

the fore-runner of the USMC Ka-Bar knife, the one with a spear point single edged 12" 

(305mm) blade, 1.75" (45mm) at its widest point. The other, of the same dimensions, in a 

leather scabbard and frog with a bowie point, clearly stamped "USN" to the ricasso. Very 

good condition.

C70 Orange Free State Artillery Corps Sword R 2950.00

On display board, 32.75" (832mm) single 3/4 fullered blade without markings. Steel 

scabbard. Very good condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

D1 .38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-7 Revolver - Boxed R 3250.00

In factory box, 4"(102mm) barrel, gloss blue finish and chequered wooden grips with logo 

to both sides. Condition as new.

D2 9mmp FN-HP Pistol - Plastic Box R 8500.00

Much coated in grease, appears never used. With instructions in a plastic lunch box.

D3 9mmk/.22lr Heckler & Koch HK4 Pistol - Boxed R 6500.00

In factory box with instruction manual. .22 conversion in separate box with spare 

magazine. Condition of both pistol and conversion kit is 'as new'.

D4 9mmp Heckler & Koch P7 M8  Pistol - Boxed R 10000.00

"Squeeze-cocker". In factory hard box with spare magazine, test target, instruction 

manual and cleaning rod. Condition 'as new'.

D5 9mmk Browning Mod 10/22 Pistol - Boxed R 2500.00

In factory box with spare magazine & instruction manual. Condition 'as new'.

D6 .38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-5 Revolver - Boxed R 3250.00

In maker's cardboard box. As new, appears unused.

D7 9mmk CZ Mod 83 Pistol - Boxed R 3250.00

In factory box with cleaning rod & test target. Condition 'as new'.

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
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D8 .45acp Llama Mod. V111-1X-A Pistol - Boxed R 2950.00

In factory box with spare magazine & instruction manual. Colt 1911A1 type pistol with 

lanyard ring to butt. Mint condition.

D9 .45acp Star PD Pistol - Boxed R 3250.00

In factory box with spare magazine & cleaning equipment. Mint condition.

D10 .22lr. Bernardelli Mod. 60 Pistol - Boxed R 1950.00

In factory box with instruction manual. Condition 'as new'.

D11 .357mag Uberti Single-Action Presentation Revolver R 7500.00

Full engraving cover to satin nickel finished 5,5" barrel and cylinder. Engraved, gold-

plated loading gate. Engraving to brass back strap which is fitted with select grade walnut 

grips. Adjustable sights to stippled top strap. Gold plated trigger. Excellent condition.

D12 .357mag Colt Python 4" Revolver R 25000.00

Manufactured 1978. In manufacturers box. Adjustable sights to 4" ventilated rib barrel. 

Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo. Colt blue finish. As new.

D13 .357mag Colt Trooper 6" Revolver R 7500.00

In manufacturers box. The 6" (152mm) slightly tapered round barrel with blade front sight 

and adjustable rear sight has a very good bore. The oversized factory wooden hand grips 

with Colt logo discs inset. Pristine bluing. Excellent condition.

D14 .45acp Sig Sauer 1911 Pistol R 19500.00

In maker's carry case. As new, a Colt 1911 clone, but with picatinny under rail. Brown 

finish, high viz sights, sure grip factory hand grips. Spare magazine. 'As new' condition.

D15 .45acp Colt Govt. Mk4 Series 70 - Boxed + Spares R 13500.00

In factory box. As new and appears unfired. Extensive spares pack with pistol, including 

5 x STI magazines, Pachmayr grips, recoil reducer, recoil spring, beavertail, hammer, 

extended safety, extended magazine release and jet funnel.

D17 .22lr FN-Browning Challenger Target Pistol R 2500.00

Adjustable sights to 5.9" (150mm) barrel with a good bore. Muzzle threaded for silencer, 

chequered wooden wrap around grips, gold plated trigger, good plus condition.

D18 .22short Smith & Wesson Mod 41 Target Pistol R 5500.00

Barrel length of 5.3" (136mm), chequered black hard rubber grips with thumb rest, matt 

black finished slide, rest of pistol is a polished blue finish, micro adjustable rear sight. 

Good plus condition.

D19 .22long/lr Astra Mod TS22 Pistol R 2250.00

Barrel length of 6" (152mm) with ribbed top and counter weight to muzzle portion, 10 

round magazine, smooth wooden factory grips with thumb rest. Excellent overall 

condition.

D20 .357mag Ruger Speed-Six Revolver R 2750.00

Short 2 7/8" (70mm) barrel, very good bore. Blued finish, 6 shot cylinder with 

anticlockwise rotation. Excellent original condition.

D21 .22lr Ruger Single Six  5.5" Revolver R 2750.00

New model Single Six with adjustable rear sights, smooth wooden grips with Ruger logo 

to them. Some slight holster/carry wear to bottom of grip and trigger guard. Good to good 

plus condition.

D22 .22lr. Ruger New Model Single Six Revolver R 2750.00

With a massive 9.5" (242mm) round barrel, good bore. Adjustable rear sight. Smooth 

factory wooden grips with Ruger logo on each. Excellent condition.

D23 .22/.22mag Ruger Single Six Revolver R 3250.00

With a spare .22mag cylinder. 6.5" (150mm) round barrel, good bore. 6 shot cylinders, 

clockwise rotation, single action only. Factory wooden grips with Ruger logo inset in 

each. Very good condition.

D24 .357mag Ruger New Model S/S Blackhawk Revolver R 4500.00

Stainless steel with 6.5" (165mm) round barrel, good bore. Single action only. Smooth 

wooden hand grips with Ruger logo to each. Excellent condition.
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D25 .44mag Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk 7,5" Revolver R 7500.00

Adjustable sights to 7.5" (190mm) untapered round barrel. Adjustable rear sight. 6 shot 

cylinder. Factory wooden grips. Some light holster wear to sharp edges. Good overall 

condition.

D26 .357mag Ruger Police Service Six S/S Revolver R 2950.00

Stainless steel revolver with 4" (102mm) barrel and adjustable sights, black rubber 

oversized Pachmayr grips. Excellent condition.

D27 .44mag Ruger Redhawk Revolver R 9500.00

Satin nickel finish with magna porting to 5.5" (140mm) barrel with top rib. Oversize 

smooth wooden custom grips, adjustable rear sight, red tipped fore sight, excellent 

condition.

D28 No Item

D29 .22 Smith & Wesson Ladysmith Revolvers x 2 R 1250.00

Spares Guns. First & second model revolvers. S/N 7211 - a  2.25" (58mm) round barrel 

with no front sight, ruptured barrel, 6 shot cylinder, anti-clockwise rotation. Small factory 

wooden grips. S/N 3168 - Same small frame but 3 3/8" (86mm) barrel. The trigger return 

spring is inoperative and gun cannot fire, condition is poor.

D30 .22lr Smith & Wesson/Parker Hale M&P Revolver R 2500.00

Parker Hale .22 conversion of military issue M&P model, adjustable sights to 4" (102mm) 

barrel, chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Good overall condition.

D31 .38 S&W Mod 11-4 4" Revolver Ex SAR/S R 2750.00

Post war issue with 4" barrel, gloss finish and chequered wooden grips with S&W logo to 

them. Revolver is marked 'S.A.R.' to backstrap and 'SP' to frame, indicating issue to S.A. 

Railways Police. Includes holster. Some light holster wear to sharp edges, overall very 

good original condition.

D32 .38 Smith & Wesson M&P Revolver R 1250.00

Fitted with Parker-Hale ramp front sight to 4" (102mm) barrel. Good bore. Chequered 

wooden replacement grips. Very good overall condition.

D33 .38 Smith & Wesson Mod 11-4 Revolver R 1650.00

4" (102mm) barrelled variant of M&P model, high gloss blue finish, 6 shot cylinder; 

smooth wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Very good condition.

D34 .38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 10-6 4" Revolver R 1500.00

Heavyish 4" bull barrel with slight top rib, good bore. Chequered wooden grips with S&W 

logo to them. Some light rust freckling to gloss blued finish. Mechanically excellent.

D35 .357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 28 Revolver R 4500.00

Matt blued finish to revolver which is equipped with rubber Pachmayr grips. 6" (152mm) 

round barrel, good bore. Large frame, 6 shot cylinder. Good to good plus condition.

D36 .357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 586 Revolver R 6000.00

Gloss blue finish to 6" (152mm) ribbed barrel, fitted with adjustable sights, chequered 

wooden grips with S&W logo to them. Mint condition.

D37 .44mag Smith & Wesson M29 Revolver - Scoped R 10000.00

Blued finish, round 8.5" (210mm) barrel with a top rib, high-viz front sight. Chequered 

oversized wooden grips with S&W logo, Leupold FX 11 4x28mm hand gun scope. Good 

plus overall condition.

D38 .44mag. Smith & Wesson Mod 29 Revolver R 7500.00

A massive cannon of a gun, the 8.3" (215mm) barrel with a high-viz front sight on a slight 

top rib mated to an adjustable rear sight, 6 shot cylinder, anti-clockwise rotation. 

Oversized wooden factory grips fitted. Date of manufacture 1973. VGC.

D39 .45acp/ar Smith & Wesson Mod 1917 Service Revolver R 5500.00

Barrel length of 5.5" (140mm), bore excellent, 6 shot cylinder, large frame. Wooden hand 

grips somewhat worn. Mechanically excellent.
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D40 .455 Smith & Wesson 2nd Mod Hand Ejector Revolver R 4950.00

British WWI purchase, commercial blued finish to revolver which has 6.5" (165mm) 

barrel, chequered wooden grips with S&W logo inset into the top of the grips. British 

military inspectors stamp to back of frame. Good plus original condition with light wear to 

finish on front and back straps.

D41 .38S&W 'Victory' Model Revolver R 1250.00

With a 5" (127mm) barrel, very good bore. 6 shot cylinder, wartime dull finish. Wooden 

hand grips worn. Mechanically very good.

D42 .38 S&W M&P Model 5" Revolver R 1250.00

Good bore, 6 shot large frame, anticlockwise rotation. Some loss of finish to the metal. 

Wooden factory chequered grips somewhat worn. Good condition.

D43 .38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 37 2" Revolver R 750.00

Alloy framed snubbie with guncote finish. Action faulty. In leather holster.

D44 .22mag NAA Stainless Revolver R 2950.00

Round barrel of 1.5" (38mm) with top rib, good bore. Spur trigger and a 5 shot cylinder on 

a single action frame. Wooden bird's head grips. Includes factory leather holster. 

Excellent condition.

D45 .357mag Charter Arms Bulldog Tracker Revolver R 2250.00

Adjustable sights to 6" (152mm) untapered barrel, 5 shot cylinder, clockwise rotation, 

chequered oversize wooden factory grips with Charter Arms logo to grips. Excellent 

condition.

D46 .22lr/mag Frontier Scout Revolver R 3250.00

White bone/ivory type grips, 4.75" (120mm) barrel, built in 1961. Some light wear to 

bluing on high spots. Includes .22lr. cylinder. Good plus original condition.

D47 .357mag Colt Lawman Mk III Revolver R 4000.00

Built in 1975. Fixed sight to 4" (102mm) barrel, excellent bore. Chequered wooden grips 

with Colt logo to them. Excellent condition.

D48 .22lr Colt Police Positive Target Revolver R 5750.00

Manufactured 1920. Solid frame D/A, 6" round barrel, black chequered hard rubber grip 

with Colt logo, square butt, blued, flat top with windage adjustable rear sight. Good to 

good plus overall

D49 .41rf Colt No. 3 Derringer - Pre 1898 R 5500.00

Very good plus 2.56" (67mm) barrel, blued, slightly pitted bore. Nickel plated brass frame 

with much original finish to it. Smooth wooden grips. Produced 1875 - 1912.  Good 

original condition.

D50 .22lr/mag Colt 'Peacemaker' S A Revolver R 4750.00

With a 5 7/8" (150mm) round barrel, good bore. Manufactured 1974.  A  6 shot cylinder in 

a colour case hardened frame, clockwise rotation. Black polymer grips with Colt logos. 

Excellent condition.

D51 .45lc Colt New Service Revolver R 1500.00

With a 5.5" (140mm) round barrel, shows some slight pitting. The non-standard wooden 

grips with chips at the bottom and loss at a heel. Cylinder retaining screw missing. 

Manufactured 1916. Fair to good condition.

D52 .38 Colt New Line House Revolver - Pre 1898 R 2250.00

Loss  of all metal finish. Gun cannot cock and cylinder won't rotate. Spur trigger unusual. 

Poor condition.

D53 .38spl Colt Cobra Revolver R 3500.00

Snubbie with 2" (51mm) barrel and nickelled finish to alloy frame, chequered wooden 

factory grips. Manufactured 1976. Excellent condition.

D54 .38spl Colt Cobra 2" Revolver R 3500.00

Alloy framed 'snubbie" with chequered wooden grips, 5 shot cylinder. Manufactured 

1968. Very good plus condition.

D55 .38spl Colt Cobra 2" Revolver R 3500.00

Alloy framed, six shot with chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to both sides, 2" 

(51mm) barrel, good bore. Manufactured 1966. Good to good plus condition.
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D56 .357mag Colt Border Patrol Revolver R 3750.00

Serial number indicates 1974 manufacture. Blued finish, 4" (102mm) barrel with 

adjustable sights, great bore. Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them. Good to 

good plus condition.

D57 .45 Colt New Service Target Revolver R 6500.00

Manufactured 1920. Long 7.5" (190mm) round barrel, good bore. Loss of finish to much 

of the barrel. Factory wooden hand grips show wear and a couple of dings. Otherwise 

good condition.

D58 .45acp Colt Commander Lightweight Pistol R 12500.00

Colt records indicate manufacture in both 1971 & 1978? Alloy framed. 4" (102mm) barrel. 

Only modification visible is an extended spur to the grip safety. Slide marked 'Joss Just, 

Ferlach' on RHS. Good plus condition.

D59 .45acp Colt Combat Commander Pistol R 12500.00

Serial no. 80BS16413 indicates 1981 manufacture. Standard steel framed version of the 

Commander. Pistol is in excellent original condition.

D60 .357mag Colt Python 4" Blue Revolver R 14500.00

Serial number indicates1970 manufacture. Some small loss of bluing to muzzle from 

holster, overall excellent original condition.

D61 10.35mm Bodeo M1889 Officer's Model Revolver R 1250.00

Officer's model has a trigger guard whereas the issue model for enlisted men has a 

folding trigger. A 3.5" (89mm) round barrel has a good bore, 6 shot cylinder has a 

clockwise rotation, there's a loading gate on the RHS of the frame. The rounded hand 

grip and barrel are reminiscent of an Adams bulldog revolver.

D62 10.35mm Glisenti Bodeo1891Service Revolver R 1250.00

Enlisted men's variant with folding trigger. Octagonal  4⅜" (112mm) barrel. 6 shot 

cylinder with loading gate on RHS of the frame. Cylinder with some damage to one flute. 

Wooden hand grips worn and darkened. Otherwise good condition.

D63 10.35mm Italian Mod 1874 Service Revolver R 1500.00

RHS of frame stamped 'Glisenti Brescia', octagonal 6.25" (159mm) barrel. Chequered 

wooden grips; in cut down British military holster. Good refinished condition.

D64 9mmk Beretta M1934 Service Pistol R 3950.00

The 3⅜ " (85mm) barrel has a good bore. 6 shot magazine. Includes service holster. 

Dated 1937. Very good condition.

D65 .22lr Beretta Mod 948 Pistol R 1250.00

Manufactured 1967, 3.25" (83mm) barrel, chequered black plastic factory grips with 

Beretta logo to them. Good overall condition.

D66 .22lr Beretta Model 948 Pistol R 1250.00

Manufactured 1951. Metalwork has been partially polished. The 3.25" (82mm) barrel with 

a good bore. Mechanically sound.

D67-69 No Item R 1500.00

D70 6.35mm PAF Junior Pistol R 1500.00

SA manufactured pocket pistol with PAF logo and 'Junior' markings to slide, PAF logo to 

chequered black vulcanized grips. Some loss of finish at the muzzle. Good original 

condition.

D71 .357mag Lynx 4" Blue Revolver R 3250.00

SA made revolver which offers the option of interchangeable barrel lengths and 

interchangeable grips. Ribbed barrel with adjustable rear sight, wooden grips, hooked 

trigger guard. Good to good plus condition.

D72 .22 Stevens Tip-up Pistol - Pre 1898 R 2250.00

Round barrel of  6" (153mm), bore a bit worn. Hammer not staying back on cocking. 

Spur trigger and plain factory wooden grips. Good condition.
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D73 .22 Revolvers x 3  & 1 Pre-1898 Derringer R 1800.00

1. Continental 5 shot cylinder, loading gate and a 1 5/8"Fair condition . 2. Chamelot 1.5" 

(38mm) round barrel. 5 shot cylinder with loading gate, folding trigger and factory black 

polymer bird's head grips. Safety catch on LHS of frame. Good condition. 3. Continental 

with  1 3/4" (45mm) octagonal barrel. 5 shot cylinder with loading gate, ejector rod. 

Folding trigger. Plain wooden bird's head grips. Fair condition.   4. Belgian single shot 

Derringer with 1 3/4" (45mm) barrel pivoting sideways to load/unload. Single action, spur 

trigger. Nickel. Fair condition.

D74 .455 Webley WG Army Revolver + Holster R 12500.00

In original military issue holster. Barrel length of 6", top strap marked 'WG Army Model'. 

High gloss factory blue. Chequered hard rubber grips with small chip to bottom of LH 

grip. Some wear to finish on barrel, cylinder & back strap. Good original overall.

D75 .360cf Webley No. 5 Revolver - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

Barrel length of 2.75"(70mm), LHS of frame marked 'Webley's No 5 .360cf' with W&S 

flying bullet trade mark to it. Wrap around chequered wooden grip. Good to good plus 

original condition.

D76 .450 Bulldog type Revolver - Pre 1898 R 3500.00

British trade made with a  2 ,75" (70mm) barrel. Loading gate on left side of the frame is 

AWOL. Double action trigger mechanism. Good but for missing loading gate.

D77 .450 C.W. Andrews R.I.C. Type Revolver - Pre 1898 R 4950.00

A true 'bulldog'. A 3" (76mm) barrel with a fairly decent bore. Fixed frame and 6 shot 

cylinder with a loading port on the left side of the frame. Trigger return spring is not 

operating reliably so mainly operating on single action.

D78 .44 Galand Revolver - Pre 1898 R 4500.00

The 5.5" (140mm) barrel has a good bore. The top break release catch on either side of 

the frame is both effective and novel. Trigger return spring not working. Finger rest on 

trigger guard is nice touch.

D79 .455 Webley Mk. 2 Service Revolver - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

A 4" (102mm) barrel, bore is okay. Black chequered hard rubber bird's head grips. Some 

mottling of finish on frame and barrel. Overall good condition.

D80 .455 Webley MK III Service Revolver - Pre 1898 R 7000.00

V over NTC' to RHS of frame, small chip to bottom of right hand grip, action opening 

spring missing, rest good condition.

D81 .455/476 Webley 'WG' Army Model Revolver -Pre 1898 R 12000.00

Barrel length of 6" (152mm) top strap marked 'WG Army Model', high gloss blue, some 

wear of finish on back strap rest good plus condition. Chequered wood grips with chips to 

front of grips. Good plus overall.

D82 .455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver R 8500.00

With a 4" (102mm) barrel, bore is good. Frame stamped 'C.A.-S.A.C.'06'. Black bird's 

head grips. Excellent condition.

D83 .455 Webley Mk IV Revolver R 7500.00

A 4" (102mm) barrel, bore is very good. Usual top break, ejector, 6 shot cylinder. Trigger 

mechanism not working on double action. Otherwise in good condition.

D84 .455 Webley Mk4 Service Revolver & Holster R 8500.00

Includes military issue leather holster. Has British military acceptance & disposal stamps 

to it. 'C.A. -S.A.C. 06' marks to backstrap indicate, Civil Administration S.A. Constabulary 

1906. Good to good plus original condition.

D85 .455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver R 8500.00

SAP markings to back strap, pistol is well marked with military acceptance and disposal 

stamps, top strap marked with 'C.A. SAC-06'. Good to good plus condition.

D86 .455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver R 8500.00

With a 4" (102mm) barrel, good bore. Usual top break, ejector 6 shot cylinder and 

comfortable black hard rubber chequered bird's head grips. Good condition.
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D87 .455 Webley MkV1 6" Service Revolver R 2500.00

Includes service issue leather holster. Manufactured 1918. Includes British military 

acceptance & disposal stamps as well as UDF ownership stamps. Good original 

condition.

D88 .455 Webley MkV1 6" Service Revolver R 1850.00

Finish has been removed and a black paint finish has been applied. This is now flaking 

off and the revolver would need to be reblued. Otherwise good condition.

D89 .455 Webley Mk VI Service Revolver R 2500.00

Standard 6" (152mm) barrel, with an excellent bore. Much loss of finish to the metalwork 

but mechanically sound.

D90 .455 Webley Mk VI Service Revolver R 2750.00

With a 6" (152mm) barrel whose bore is very good. The brown polymer grips are 

unusual. Very good condition.

D91 .455 Webley Mk VI Service Revolver R 2750.00

Produced 1916. A 6" (152mm) barrel, bore is fairly good. Excellent overall condition.

D92 .32 Webley & Scott Mk IV 3" Revolver R 750.00

Small framed variant with push through safety to hammer, 3" (76mm) barrel, bore is 

good. Chequered black vulcanised grips. Excellent condition.

D93 .38 Webley Mk IV "SAP" Revolver R 950.00

Matt finish, 5" (128mm) barrel stamped 'SAP' on left side, bore is good. Very good 

condition.

D94 .38 Webley Mk 4 "SAR-SAS" Revolver R 950.00

With a 3" (76mm) barrel, excellent bore. Top break, ejector, 6 shot cylinder. Some 

mottling of finish to barrel. Hand-filling Webley black chequered vulcanised grips. Good 

condition.

D95 .38 Enfield Service Mk1* Service Revolver R 950.00

Manufactured at Enfield Lock Armoury. Barrel length of 5" (127mm), bore is fairly good. 

Black, ribbed vulcanized issue grips. Much mottling of finish on metalwork.

D96 .32acp Webley Mod 1908 Pistol R 1250.00

Barrel length of 3.5" (88mm), 7 shot magazine. Chequered hard rubber grips.  Good 

overall.

D97 .22sh Llama 'Especial' & 6.35mm CU Pistols R 850.00

The Llama with a 2 3/8" (60mm) barrel with a clean bore. Pearlescent hand grips. The 

Star with a nickel finished slide and black barrel and frame with ivory polymer grips, 

barrel is also okay. Both mechanically sound and in good condition.

D98 6.35mm CZ Pistols x 2 R 950.00

The 'Pocket Duo' is slightly smaller than its kin. A 2" (51mm) barrel with a good bore, 5 

shot magazine; comes with a suede leather belt holster. The other - a model 1945 - also 

has a 2" barrel, also good bore and a 6 shot magazine. Both in good condition.

D99 6.35mm Bernardelli + Galesi Mod 9 Pistols R 850.00

Both manufactured 1953. The Galesi somewhat larger than the Bernadelli and both have 

2" barrels with good bores. The Bernadelli will not cock, the Galesi is mechanically 

sound.

D100 6.35mm CZ & Melior Pistols R 750.00

The CZ a Mod 92, slightly larger than a 'Baby Browning'. The 2.5" (63mm) barrel has a 

good bore. Double action only has a bit of a long trigger pull, 7 shot magazine. The Melior 

of much the same size but with only a 2" (51mm) barrel, bore also good. Smooth wooden 

hand grips. Both good condition.

D101 No Item

D102 6.35mm FN Baby Browning Pistols x 2 R 1500.00

Another pair of identical guns, both with typical FN black polymer grips with 'Baby' at the 

heels. Mechanically sound, good condition.
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D103 7.65mm Browning Mod 1900 Pistol R 1200.00

Made by FN, Belgium, considering its age it shows little wear, and the barrel's bore is 

okay, an archaic looking handgun. No magazine.

D104 7.65mm Browning Model 1900 Pistol R 1950.00

Very good original condition, almost pristine, for a very old automatic pistol, 6 shot 

magazine, 4" (102mm) barrel, good bore.

D105 9mmp Husqvarna M40 Lahti Pistol R 12500.00

Original Husqvarna M40 Lahti military pistol in 9mm Para caliber. Marked 'HUSQVARNA 

VAPENFABRIKS A.B' on left of slide and 'S.S' with crown on rear of frame. Complete 

with original grips, magazine and matching numbers throughout. Excellent almost-new 

original condition, original finish on all parts. Bore excellent. This was the official sidearm 

of the Swedes from 1940 to 1990 but it is quite rare as only 83,950 were made. The 

pistol has some very unusual features and was especially designed to work in very cold 

weather. It is the only pistol known to incorporate an accelerator to assist the opening of 

the slide in cold weather.

D106 9mmp Heckler & Koch VP70Z Pistol R 3750.00

Matt finish showing slight wear. The 5.25" (133mm) barrel has a good bore. Double 

action only, a double stack magazine .Good condition.

D107 9mmp Heckler & Koch P7 M13 Pistol R 10000.00

Double stack magazine variant of the squeeze-cocker. Includes webbing holster and 

spare magazine, satin nickelled finish. Mint condition.

D108 9mmp Heckler & Koch P7 Pistol R 9500.00

Another of the desirable squeeze-cocker brigade. This one in pristine condition, great 

bore. Standard 8 shot magazine.

D109 10.4mm German Model 83 Service Revolver R 4500.00

The 4.75" (120mm) octagonal  to round barrel has a good bore. The 6 shot cylinder with 

a clockwise rotation. Loading gate on left side of frame, safety catch on the right. Some 

loss of finish to barrel. Good condition.

D110 6.35mm Mauser M1910 Pistol R 2750.00

Small gun, but not a 'Baby .25' - much more hand-filling. A 3" (76mm) barrel with a good 

bore. Finish very good overall, 8 round magazine.

D111 .22lr Walther 'Olympia Pistole' Pistol R 3250.00

Target pistol with 7.5" (190mm) barrel, windage adjustable sights, thumb rest, chequered 

and extended wooden grips. Pre-war Zella-Mehlis manufacture. Good to good plus 

condition.

D112 6.35mm Ortgies Pistol R 1250.00

S/N 183883. Popular with Nazi officials, 6 shot magazine. Plain wooden grips, expected 

wear to original finish. Good overall condition.

D113 No Item

D114 9mmp Walther P-38 Service Pistol + Holster R 2500.00

Post war alloy framed variant. The standard SAP service pistol for many years. The 

standard 4.25" (106mm) barrel has a good bore. Some slight loss of finish on sharp 

edges of frame due to holster wear. Black polymer grips. Dark brown leather holster with 

spare magazine. Excellent condition.

D115 9mmp Nazi Walther P-38 Pistol R 6500.00

Manufactured by Mauser Werke Oberndorf 1944, matching serial numbers to barrel, 

slide and frame, Waffenampt acceptance stamps to slide and frame. Pistol shows some 

holster wear and loss of finish to front strap. Good overall condition.

D116 9mmp Luger P-08 Pistol R 12500.00

Toggle with DWM logo. Position of serial numbers and no stock attachment lug. 

Indicates early manufacture - pre 1911. Replacement magazine. Chequered wooden 

grips. Some loss of finish to barrel though the bore is still good. Good to good plus 

condition.
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D117 9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol R 5500.00

Toggle stamped 'Erfurt under a crown' and breech '41'. Non-matching serial numbers. 

The 3 1/8" (80mm) barrel has a very good bore. Some loss of finish to the frame and 

barrel. Black leather holster with provision for spare magazine. Very good condition.

D118 7.65mm 'Nazi' Walther PPK Pistol R 4500.00

Zeilla-Melhis manufacture, Nazi Waffenampt stamps to slide and frame, matching 

numbers to pistol and magazine, slight chip to bottom of reddish brown grips. Good 

refinished condition.

D119 .22lr Walther PP Pistol R 2750.00

French Manuhrin manufacture. Good black metal finish and with brown polymer grips, 10 

round magazine. Good plus condition.

D120 9mmp Luger P-08 Service Pistol R 7500.00

Manufactured by Mauser Werke Oberndorf 1937, matching numbers throughout pistol 

but for spare magazine, correct straw finish to take down lever, trigger and safety. In post 

war type issue holster with spare magazine, cleaning rod and take down tool. Pistol is in 

good plus condition.

D121 9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol R 7500.00

Frame stamped 'byf 43' on left side indicating war-time manufacture, Waffenampt 

acceptance stamp. The 5" (127mm) barrel has a very good bore. Black polymer grips are 

chequered. In a brown leather belt holster. Very good condition.

D122 9mmp Artillery Luger Pistol R 17500.00

Manufactured by DWM 1917. All matching numbers to pistol but for correct pattern 

wooden base magazine. Pistol has been professionally refinished and displays the 

correct straw bluing to the take-down catch, trigger, safety, extractor etc. Excellent 

refinished condition.

D123 9mmp Luger Artillery Service Pistol R 4500.00

Manufactured DWM 1917. The 7 7/8" (200mm) barrel with  tangent rear sight. The bore 

is good. Signs of light surface pitting overall, gun probably refinished. Mechanically 

sound.

D124 9mmp Navy Luger By DWM R 37500.00

Pistol has 5.9"(125mm) barrel and adjustable rear sight graduated to 200m. It has been 

professionally refinished with rust blue type finish to frame and barrel and small parts 

have been correctly straw blued. Markings have not been defaced and are still bold. WR 

serial number has been attached to the pistol on a separate brass tag in a manner which 

does not deface the pistol at all. Good bore, good plus refinished condition.

D125 7.63mm Mauser Broomhandle Pistol R 6500.00

With a 5.5" (140mm) barrel has a slightly worn bore at the throat. Finish is mottled and 

shows wear. Mismatched numbers. Mechanically okay. Fair condition.

D126 7.63mm Astra Mod 902 Pistol R 17500.00

Selective fire variant now modified to semi auto only, serial number 34093. Pistol marked 

'Astra Automatic Pistol Cal 7.63mm Patented July 12 1928 Uncetay Compania SA-

Uneca Spain Made in Spain'. Barrel length of 6,5". Ten round detachable magazine, 

peacock bright bluing to sight slide, take down catch, trigger and safety. Some wear to 

bore, much original finish, good original condition.

D127 7.63mm Broomhandle Mauser - Stocked R 19500.00

Serial no. 920083. Gun has been re-blacked. The 5.5" (140mm) barrel with a fairly good 

bore. Catch on the wooden holster/shoulder stock is a bit sticky. Otherwise excellent 

condition.

D128 7.62x25mm Tokarev Pistol R 3500.00

With a 4.25" (110mm) barrel, good bore, 6 shot magazine, '66' stamped to side of frame, 

Russian hammer and rocket emblem to grips. Good condition.
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D129 9mmp Star Model 30M Pistol R 3250.00

Matt slide, more polished frame. 4.25" (108mm) barrel with a good bore. Black 

rubberised factory hand grips. Double stack magazine. Introduced 1988, the Star was 

one earliest combat-ready pistols with D/A mechanism, hooked trigger guard, hi-capacity 

magazine, detachable trigger group, automatic firing pin lock and ambidextrous safety. 

Forged steel construction. Excellent condition

D130 9mmp R76 HMC R 5000.00

The R76 was manufactured by Northwood Developments (Pvt.) Ltd of Salisbury. First 

prototype was released in 1976 and production commenced 1977. It was offered in both 

a selective fire variant and semi-auto only model. The R76 was described a 'Complete 

weapons system' with a choice of four barrel lengths, thirteen, twenty or thirty round 

magazines, fixed or folding stocks and a flash hider, bayonet and bipod. This model has 

a 25 round magazine, telescoping stock, and 6.5" barrel. Good original condition.

D131 9mmp Cobra HMC R 5500.00

Rhodesian designed and manufactured HMC with folding stock. Uses standard Uzi 

magazines. Good original condition.

D132 9mmp Kommando HMC R 4500.00

Rhodesian built model. Originally marketed as the LDP. The Kommando has a staggered 

24 rd Uzi magazine, 8" barrel and folding stock. Gun is readily identified as a Rhodesian 

built example through two features. 1. Nameplate is fitted to the stock rather than cast 

into it. 2. Different form of magazine retaining catch. Good plus condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

E1 .40s&w SPS Pantera Pistol - Boxed R 30000.00

A state of the art combat pistol designed on the Colt 1911. Brushed stainless steel, slide 

sides polished. Squared-off trigger guard front, extended grip safety tail, large mag 

release button, lightweight trigger. 5" (128mm) barrel. Double stack magazine with a 

spare. As new in maker's carry box.

E2 No Item

E3 .44mag Llama Revolver R 3500.00

A really big revolver with a 6" (152mm) untapered heavy barrel, ventilated top rib, 

excellent bore. 6 shot cylinder with clockwise rotation. As new except for the wooden 

factory handgrips being shaved down towards the heel.

E4 .38spl Taurus Mod 85IS Stainless Revolver - Boxed R 1500.00

2" Snubbie In factory box with cleaning equipment and instruction leaflet. Condition. "As 

new".

E5 7.65mm Bernadelli Pistol R 1200.00

The 3.25" (83mm) barrel has a good bore. The original finish is still excellent and gun is 

in a very good condition.

E6 No Item

E7 9mmp Taurus PT915 Pistol R 3250.00

Brushed silver finish, 3.5" (89mm) barrel with an excellent bore. Double action trigger 

mechanism.  Ambidextrous safety. Double stack 15rd. magazine with a spare. Excellent 

condition.

E8-9 No Item

E10 .38spl Ross S/S Snubbie Revolver R 950.00

Barrel length of 2" (51mm), very good bore. 5 shot cylinder, anticlockwise rotation, 

chequered wooden grips. Stainless steel. Excellent condition.

E11 .357mag Uberti S/A Revolver R 3500.00

Barrel length of 4.75" (120mm), 6 shot cylinder, single action only. Smooth walnut grips, 

blued barrel & 6 shot cylinder, colour case-hardened frame. In a black leather belt holster 

with basket-weave patterns. Very good plus condition.

CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
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E12 .357mag Uberti Mod 1875 Army Revolver R 3500.00

A clone of the Remington, with a 7.5"(190mm) barrel. Brass trigger guard, rest of the 

metal with a good bluing job. Smooth wooden factory grips. Excellent condition.

E13 .22lr Astra Cadix Revolver R 750.00

A 2" snubbie with a 9 shot cylinder, anticlockwise rotation. The metalwork is refinished. 

GWOC.

E14 .38spl Taurus Revolver R 1250.00

Factory chequered wooden grips. Blued finish 4" (102mm) barrel. 6 shot cylinder, 

anticlockwise rotation. Extremely good original condition.

E15 .38spl Taurus Revolver R 1000.00

A stainless steel 2" snubbie, 5 shot cylinder and black rubber Pachmayr grips. Excellent 

condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

F1 7.5mm French MAS 36 Service Rifle R 2950.00

Standard French army weapon of WW2 and many later campaigns.. Bore on the 58cm 

(22 78") barrel is good. Missing is clip in spike bayonet. Good original condition.

F2 7.62x54R Moisin Nagant M38 Rifle R 3500.00

Russian 'short' rifle of WW2,manufactured Tula arsenal 1944 with Soviet crest to 

receiver. Bore shows expected wear, good patina to stock. Good overall condition.

F3 .308win Spanish FR8 Mauser Rifle R 4500.00

Sights, barrel and flash hider were designed to replicate those of the Cetme rifle for 

training purposes. Most of these rifles were put unto reserve and never issued. Good 

plus condition.

F4 .303 "Long Lee" L.E.1* Rifle R 3950.00

Manufactured by BSA Co. Rear volley sight and top cover missing. Post Boer War sight 

upgrade. UDF ownership stamp to knox form. Good original overall.

F5 .303br Long Lee LE I* Rifle R 4250.00

Manufactured Enfield 1901. Includes front and rear volley sights, post Boer War sight 

upgrade. Good condition.

F6 .303br Long Lee LE I* Rifle R 4500.00

Manufactured Sparkbrook 1902. Boer War sight upgrade. Volley sights removed, rest 

good original condition.

F7 .303br C.L.L.E Service Rifle R 4250.00

Butt socket marked 'BSA Company', UDF markings to receiver ring. Post Boer War 

sight upgrade. Complete with charger guide. Good to good plus condition.

F8 .303br C.L.L.E Service Rifle R 4500.00

Manufactured by BSA Co. Post Boer War sight upgrade. Excellent refurbished condition. 

A  good piece of walnut in the stock.

F9 .303br C.L.L.E. Service Rifle R 4250.00

A 'Long Lee', made by BSA, with charger guide. Post Boer war sights fitted, UDF 

markings to receiver ring, the 30"(76.2cm) barrel with protective ears about the front sight 

and a tangent sight at the rear. Good condition.

F10 .303br C.L.L.E. Service Rifle R 4250.00

Another 'BSA Co', volley sights removed. Wood in good shape.

F11 .303br P14 Target Service Rifle R 3500.00

Manufactured by Winchester. Includes Parker Hale PH58 target peep sights, brass butt 

roundel missing.

F12-13 No Item

F14 .303br P14 Service Rifle R 3000.00

Made by Remington. Mount for Parker Hale rear dioptre sight fitted. Gun is clean and in 

good plus condition.

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
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F15 .303br UDF S.M.L.E Service Rifle R 3500.00

The 'UDF S.M.L.E.'  produced 1943 by converting 'Long Lee' rifles to S.M.L.E. 

configuration, with replacement No.1 Mk3 25" barrels and S.M.L.E. woodwork. A total of 

4250 were so converted. It does not have the charger guide or safety  of the conventional 

S.M.L.E. Good original condition.

F16 .303br UDF S.M.L.E. Service Rifle R 3500.00

As with the previous weapon a conversion. Action body shows 'V.R. under a crown' and 

'L.S.A.Co.Ld.1897' and 'L.E.I'.

F17 .303br S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk III* Service Rifle R 4250.00

Manufactured BSA Co 1916. UDF ownership stamps to receiver. Parker Hale PH5A 

target peep sight base fitted to LHS of receiver. Brass butt roundel and nose cap 

securing screw missing otherwise good overall condition.

F18 .303br Presentation S.M.L.E No.1 Mk III Rifle R 5500.00

Manufactured by BSA Co., rifle has a silver presentation plaque to the butt which reads 

as follows; 'Presentasia aan Luit. P.W.Grobler van die lede van die T.S.V. 30-6-26' . 

Rifle is in excellent original condition.

F19 .303br Lee Enfield No. 1 Mk III Rifle R 4500.00

Very early model dated 1908, butt socket marked 'Crown ER BSA Co. 1908 ShtLe III'. 

Woodwork displays some light dings. Scarce to find an S.M.L.E of this vintage.

F20 .303br S.M.L.E. No.1 Mk III Rifle R 3750.00

A  renovated example. Butt socket shows 'G.R under a crown' and '1918, Sht L.E    III 

*'. Good condition but for missing safety.

F21 .303br S.M L.E No. 1 MK III Target Rifle R 4750.00

Manufactured Lithgow 1941. Includes Parker Hale PH5A target rear sight with adjustable 

dioptre, includes military target type sling, Excellent condition. Includes Australian 

produced Patt 1907 bayonet dated 1942 with frog. In very good condition.

F22 .303br S.M.L.E. No. 1 Mk III Service Rifle R 4250.00

Butt socket marked 'Crown GR 1940 ShtLe III*' indicating factory refurbish, RAF roundel 

to butt, Good refurbished condition.

F23 .303br No. 4 Mk II Service Rifle R 4950.00

Manufactured ROF Fazakerley 1949. Mint condition, rifle appears unused.

F24 .303br Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk I* Rifle R 4500.00

Manufactured by Savage Works 1942. Fitted with Parker Hale PH4 target peep sight. US 

Property marked with UDF markings to receiver ring. Ejector screw missing otherwise 

good plus condition.

F25 .303br No.4 Mk II Service Rifle R 4950.00

Manufactured ROF Fazakerley 1949. Mint condition, rifle appears unused.

F26 .303br Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk I* Target Rifle R 4500.00

Manufactured Long Branch 1942. fitted with Parker Hale PH5C target peep sight with 

adjustable dioptre. Very good plus condition.

F27 .303br Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk II Target Rifle R 4500.00

Produced ROF Fazakerley 1952. Fitted with Parker Hale PH5C target peep sight with 

adjustable dioptre, tunnel fore sight missing otherwise very good condition.

F28 .303br No. 4 Mk II Service Rifle R 4250.00

Manufactured ROF Fazakerley 1949. Includes heavy duty webbing sling. Good overall 

condition.

F29 .303br Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk II Target Rifle R 3950.00

Manufactured ROF Fazakerley 1950. Fitted with Parker Hale PH5C target rear sight with 

adjustable dioptre, fore end has been shortened for ease of handling, rest good original 

condition.

F30 7x57mm Chilean Mauser Rifle R 6500.00

Receiver ring marked 'Mauser Chileno Modelo 1895'. Manufactured by DWM Berlin. 

Chilean Crest to receiver ring. Very good professionally refinished condition but for 

missing plunger on rear sight slide.
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F31 7x57mm Boer/Chilean Mauser Rifle R 6000.00

One of the C-series Boer Mausers that were diverted to Chile. Chilean Crest to receiver 

ring. Typical Boer flat bolt head and single rear sight slide, matching numbers C918 to 

bolt and receiver. Good plus condition.

F32 7x57mm 'Boer' Mauser Rifle R 8500.00

Manufactured by Ludw. Loewe, 1896. Carved into the RHS of the stock is 'J. D. Van 

Wyk'.  Serial number A3339 matching to both bolt and receiver. Indicates shipment with 

first batch of 'Boer' Mausers in 1896. Cleaning rod missing, rest good original overall. 

Patina with expected light dings to stock. Overall, good original condition.

F33 6.5x57mm Portuguese Mauser Mod 1904 Rifle R 2250.00

Rifle has crest of King Carlos I to receiver ring and also UDF ownership marks to side of 

receiver. Matching numbers to bolt and receiver. Good professionally finished condition. 

Rifle has been rechambered to 6,5x57mm caliber, which is far more readily available.

F34 7.65mm Argentinian Mauser Model 1891 Rifle R 2950.00

Receiver marked 'Mauser Modelo Argentino 1891 Manufacutra Loewe Berlin'. 

Argentinian crest has been removed from receiver ring, standard practice on disposal of 

all Argentinian service rifles. Matching numbers to bolt, receiver and barrel, includes 

clearing rod. Very good original condition.

F35 6.5x55mm Swedish M38 Mauser Rifle R 6500.00

Receiver ring carries Swedish Royal Crest and is marked 'Carl Gustaffs Stads 

Gevarsfactori 1903'. Brass condition indicator to butt, issue military leather sling and 

cleaning rod to rifle. Matching numbers. Very good plus condition.

F36 7.65mm Argentinian Mauser Mod 1891 Rifle R 2750.00

Receiver marked 'Mauser Modelo Argentino 1891 Manufacutra Loewe Berlin'. 

Argentinian crest has been removed from receiver ring, standard practice on disposal of 

all Argentinian service rifles. Matching numbers to bolt, receiver and barrel, includes 

clearing rod. Very good original condition.

F37 6.5mm Portuguese Mauser Mod 1904 Rifle R 2450.00

Rifle has crest of King Carlos I to receiver ring and also UDF ownership marks to side of 

receiver. Matching numbers to bolt and receiver. Good overall condition.

F38 8mm Steyr M1888/90 Straight-Pull Service Rifle R 2500.00

The beech forearm has been shortened in front of  the second barrel band. Barrel bore is 

good. Action needs oiling.

F39 8x50R Berthier Mle 1907 Rifle R 3000.00

Receiver marked 'St. Etienne Mle 1907 G G & Cie'. Matching numbers to bolt, barrel 

and stock. Good plus original condition.

F40 .30-06spr Columbian Mauser Rifle By FN R 3500.00

Columbian Crest to receiver ring, FN markings to side wall of receiver, includes military 

issue leather sling, Good refinished condition with three rivets to grip.

F41 .30-06spr FN Mauser Service Rifle R 3500.00

LHS of action shows 'Fab. Nat. D'Armes de Guerre, Herstal Belgique' as the maker. 

Reasonably good condition overall.

F42 .577/.450 Westley Richards 'ZAR' Rifle R 6500.00

Action stamped 'Made Specially for ZAR' on right side, on left 'Westley Richards & 

Co.'. A good bore to the 33.5" (850mm) round barrel with plain blade front sight and 

ladder rear. Butt shows a couple of small cracks by the butt plate, otherwise wood is in 

good condition.

F43 .577/.450 Martini Henry Rifle By BSA R 3750.00

On the barrel, engraved 'Birmingham Small Arms & Metal Co. Ltd, England'. The 

standard 33.5"(850mm) barrel shows some slight pitting. Metalwork has been polished 

overall and the wood refinished.

F44 .577/.450 Westley Richards 'ZAR' Martini Rifle R 6500.00

Another 'Made Specially for the ZAR' by Westley Richards. Barrel with a good bore. 

Woodwork has been refinished.
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F45 .577/.450 Martini Henry Rifle R 2950.00

Both the action and barrel display pitting, the wood dull and somewhat stained. The bore 

shows pitting. Poor to fair overall condition.

F46 .577/.450 Martini Henry 1878  'Zulu War' Rifle R 7500.00

By Enfield in 1878, stock standard model, reasonable bore. Metal and wood both in fairly 

good condition. Unusual in retaining its ramrod, most of the genre have long since lost 

theirs.

F47 .577/.450 Martini Henry 1877 'Zulu War' Rifle R 7500.00

Gun has been 'sporterized' by lopping off the forearm beyond the first barrel band. Bore 

is reasonable and the wood ditto.

F48 .577/.450 Morton Martini Sporting Rifle R 2950.00

Gun has been completely restored, reblued and refinished. The 22" (559mm) round, 

slightly tapered barrel has a very good bore and is equipped with a plain blade front sight 

and a mini standing V combined with a ladder rear sight. The left side of the action shows 

'W. Morton' with a London address, now obscured by refinishing, with crossed flags 

surmounting an 'E' , 11293 and Martini's Patent. Notable is the addition of a saddle ring 

running on a slide. A safety catch on the RHS of the action. The wood well restored, 

forearm with a wrap-around chequering pattern of semi-flat-top style. Hand with a 

complete wrap-around pattern of more pointed diamonds, excellently executed. VVGC.

F49 .577/.450 Martini-Henry Rifle By Westley Richards R 4950.00

Standard military configuration with full-stock to 33,5" barrel. 'Westley Richards 

London' to receiver, with Westley Richards trade mark to both receiver and Knox form. 

Good to good plus condition.

F50 .450 Westley Richards 'Monkeytail' Carbine R 4750.00

Capping breech loader with 25" barrel and fore end which has been shortened. Lock 

marked 'Westley Richards & Co.1880'. Fair to good overall condition.

F51 .577 Snider Mk I Two Band Short Rifle R 2750.00

The 25 3/4" (650mm) round slightly tapered barrel has a reasonably good bore. Front 

sight is missing, rear is usual standing V with ladder combination. Action is tight but all 

metal work has shed its finish. The lock shows 'J. S. F .Botha Cape Town'. Good 

working condition.

F52 .577 Snider Mk III Short Rifle R 2750.00

Gun has been refinished. With a 22 1/2" (572mm) round slightly tapered barrel, bore is 

reasonably good. Front blade sight and rear standing V combined with a ladder. Action 

works well and half-cock position holds the hammer back securely. The lock shows 'VR 

under a crown' and '1858 Tower'. Stock good, ramrod is present. VGC.

F53 .577 Snider Mk I Cavalry Carbine R 2750.00

With the typically cut-down forearm. The 21 3/4" (554mm) barrel has a good bore, with 

the usual small blade front sight and combined V and ladder rear sight. Action is tight but 

metalwork shows a complete loss of finish. The lock shows 'VR under a crown' and 

'1870 Enfield'. The stock plain and in good condition.

F54 .577 Snider Sporting Rifle R 2750.00

Unusual sporter with a heavy 26 3/8" (670mm) octagonal barrel with a substantial under 

rib The front sight a simple blade and the rear a standing V with two folding blades and a 

ladder out to 1200 yards. Barrel flat marked to 'M. J. Maullin, Queenstown'. Action is 

hard to open and half-cock safety still working, there is some good engraving, but all the 

metalwork shows an almost total loss of finish. The stock with short forearm is flat-top 

chequered at the hand, Trigger guard is fancy. Ramrod missing.

F55 .577 Snider Carbine R 2500.00

Mk111 action,  lock marked 'Crown 1870 Enfield'. Barrel length of 19,5". Profuse 

military markings to barrel/action. Rear sight missing, some light pitting to barrel. Fair to 

good overall.
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F56 8mm Steyr-Gueddes Mod 1885 Rifle R 5500.00

"Sporterized" as was typical of the Boer rifles by truncating the forearm just ahead of the 

first barrel band. The 32"(813mm) barrel with a plain blade front sight and a ladder rear 

sight, bore is good. Left side of action stamped with 'M1885 Steyr 1886' in a ring around 

'CE. W.G'.  The Portuguese army ordered the rifle, never took delivery and the bulk of 

them ended up in the hands of the Boer forces. Good overall.

F57 .300Sher BSA Sporting Rifle R 2450.00

Bolt action with a fixed box magazine. Barrel stamped with the BSA etc and 'cartridge 

.300 extra long" which is the Sherwood. The 25"(650mm) barrel with a blade front sight 

and ladder rear has a reasonable bore. Good original overall.

F58 300Sher BSA Martini Take-Down Rifle R 2950.00

On the Francotte action. The 25"(635mm) round tapered barrel with a blade front sight 

and a small ladder rear, bore is fairly good. Good to good plus condition.

F59 .300Sher Take-Down Martini Rifle By Francotte R 2450.00

By Francotte of Belgium. The bore of the  26" (660mm) barrel is good. A blade front sight 

and a standing V rear with one folding blade. The wood could benefit from a face-lift. 

Good condition.

F60 .297/.230 Francotte Martini Rifle R 1950.00

A 'cadet' rifle by Francotte with a 70cm (27.5") round barrel with a blade front sight and 

combined standing V and ladder rear sight, The rifling in the bore is worn. Much loss of 

metal finish overall. The stock relatively good.

F61 7.62mm AK47 Hungarian Rifle R 17500.00

Milled steel receiver, wooden stock & fore end. 'AK47' marking to receiver, synthetic 

handgrip. No markings to rifle but selector switch markings are typical of the Hungarian 

variant. Semi-auto only. Very good condition.

F62 7.62m FN Para-Fal Rifle R 25000.00

As used by RSA paratroopers and other special service units. Rifle is a type 1 FN with 

milled sides and horizontal take down lever. It has a barrel which measures 19" with flash 

hider and a standard type gas plug without the rifle grenade launching elevation 

leaf/graduations to it. Matching numbers to upper & lower receivers, two leaf folding rear 

sight. Excellent refurbished condition.

F63 .223rem Vektor LM5 Rifle R 23500.00

Shorter Vektor produced variant of the LM4 rifle with 14" barrel and no provision for 

mounting a bipod. Designed for use with armoured crews and other troops who did not 

need a full-size rifle. Includes folding night sight and standard 35rd. magazine. Rifle is in 

mint condition and could well be unfired.

F64 7.62mm S.A. Pattern G3 Rifle R 9500.00

The SADF purchased / acquired relatively large stocks of the Portuguese built G3 rifles 

but discovered that the standard issue stocks were unsuitable for prolonged use in the 

hot African climates. They developed a locally made stock which was on very similar 

lines to the R1/FN and started a stock replacement program. This rifle is equipped with 

one of these stocks and is in very good refinished condition. Complete with scarce 30rd. 

magazine.

F65 9mmp Beretta Mod 1938 A Carbine R 25000.00

A  32cm (12 5/8") barrel with ventilated cover and a recoil suppressor at the muzzle. Bore 

is good. Ejects empty cases on the left which is unusual. This is a first generation SMG 

and is manufactured to the very highest commercial standards, unlike later SMG's. Very 

good condition.

F66 7.62x39mm SKS Service Rifle R 6500.00

Also with a 22.5cm (8.75") cruciform folding bayonet. The 52cm (20.5") barrel has a good 

bore and a hooded front sight allied to a tangent rear sight. Wood in good shape. Overall 

excellent condition.

F67 7.62mm Ex Rhodesian FN-FAL Rifle R 12500.00

Still with its all-over camo paint job. With R1 style flash suppressor/recoil reducer at the 

muzzle. Fair condition.
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F68 7.62mm FN-Fal Tactical Rifle R 14500.00

With a modern polymer fore arm sporting a picatinny rail. Swivelling front carry belt 

attachment. Folding bipod added and a Leupold scope mount with a Lynx 3-9x42  scope 

attached. Good condition.

F69 .30M1 Carbine R 12500.00

Manufactured by STD.PROD. Standard peep sight. Includes issue webbing sling and oil 

bottle. Fifteen round magazine.

F70 7.62mm Hungarian AKM Rifle R 19500.00

Ex. Rhodesian war liberation army issue. Typical stamped steel construction of the AKM. 

Stock shows considerable "character" as would be expected of a bush war veteran. Semi-

auto only. Good bore.

F71 .223 Vektor CR21 Rifle R 27500.00

S A designed & manufactured Bullpup variant of the R4/LM4 rifle.  The rifle showed 

considerable promise, but was never adopted because SA was scaling down it's military 

spending. All polymer exterior, 35 round magazine. Appears to be unused and unfired. 

Condition 'as new'.

F72 7.62mm SADF R1 Rifle R 14500.00

Built on type 1 action with milled receiver sides and vertical take down lever. SADF 

standard issue rifle with receiver marked 'R1 7,62mm U within M'. Matching number to 

upper and lower receivers. SADF ownership stamp to lower receiver as well.  Good 

refinished condition.

F73 7.62mm FN-Fal Type 2 Rifle R 14500.00

Type 2 action has a protruding 'teardrop' to the milled sides. This was designed for 

sustained auto fire on the Heavy Barrelled FN and this model is seldom encountered in 

SA. Horizontal takedown lever. Rifle has later pattern barrel with provision for bipod 

mounting as used on the STG58 as well as later pattern handguards with provision for 

bipod use. Synthetic stock & fore end. Rifle has a fairly good mix of Rhodesian applied 

camo paint to all parts including magazine and also has Rhodesian fitted metal cocking 

lever rather than synthetic one. Fairly good bore, good overall condition.

F74 7.62mm FN-Fal Type 3 Rifle R 14500.00

No milling done to the upper receiver sides. Reputedly done for better accuracy, there 

are those who believe it was done simply to reduce costs. Horizontal take down lever. 

Rifle has later pattern barrel with provision for bipod mounting as used on the STG58 as 

well as later pattern handguards with provision for bipod use. Synthetic stock & fore-end. 

Good overall condition. Relatively good barrel.

F75 .30-06 M1 Garand Service Rifle R 14000.00

Manufactured by Springfield Armoury, serial number indicates December 1944 

manufacture. Good bore. Good to good plus condition.

F76 7.5mm Fusil M24/29 French Issue LMG R 7500.00

Rhodesian bush war veteran which was part of a batch of firearms donated by Col 

Gadhafi of Libya to one of the Rhodesian "Liberation' armies. Rear sight missing, rest of 

firearm in reasonably good condition. Firearm marked 'Mle Model 1924 M29'.

F77 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle R 2500.00

BSA adjustable dioptre target rear sight and tunnel fore sight fitted to medium profile 25" 

barrel. Fore end of 12" has brass trap with spare fore sight elements and two panel 

chequering. Rifle is fitted with a steel cartridge holder to RHS of receiver, good bore. 

Typical of the rifles used for cadet training. Fairly good overall condition.

F78 .22lr Vickers Target Rifle R 2500.00

With a Francotte mini-martini action let directly into the barrel for a very accurate 

weapon. Bore of the 24.25" (615mm) barrel is very good. Muzzle has been threaded for a 

sound moderator. A picatinny rail is fitted for the sights system. Wood is clean and 

smooth. Excellent condition.

F79 .22lr Mauser Mn410b Sporting Rifle R 3750.00

A long-time favourite. Manufactured 1934. Usual 60cm (23 5/8") round tapered barrel 

with a ramped front sight blade and a rear tangent sight. Bore is very good. A 5 round 

magazine. Excellent refinished condition.
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F80 .22lr Mauser Mn410b Sporting Rifle R 3950.00

Another, also in relatively good original condition. Manufactured 1934.

F81 .22lr Mauser Mn410b Sporting Rifle R 5500.00

And another, also in good shape, cartouche showing on RHS of the butt. Very good 

original condition.  Very low serial number would indicate 1933 production.

F82 No Item

F83 .22lr FN-Browning Semi Auto Take-Down Rifle R 2250.00

Take down rifle with 19" barrel, good bore, and replacement light coloured wooden butt 

and fore end. Some light wear to finish on metal work especially the action, Mechanically 

sound.

F84 .22lr Winchester Mod 62A Slide-Action Rifle R 2500.00

A 23" (585mm) barrel with a plain front blade and adjustable rear V sight. The bore is 

reasonably good. The stock shows remarkable barring for a bit of American walnut on an 

economical gun. Known for digesting any .22rf ammunition with ease.

F85 .22wrf Winchester Mod 1903 S/A Rifle R 1850.00

A 20" round tapered barrel with fixed iron sights. Tubular magazine in the butt. Will only 

chamber the .22 Winchester Rimfire cartridges, though these are once again available in 

the USA. Stock has a split at the neck. Manufactured 1917.

F86 .22lr Winchester M69A Bolt-Action Rifle R 2750.00

Bolt action sporting rifle with 10 shot magazine, 25" (635mm) barrel and open sights. 

Original finish to metal work which is in good plus condition. Plain walnut hard wood 

stock. Overall good plus condition.

F87 No Item

F88 .22lr Brno CZ511 S/A Rifle - Silenced R 3250.00

Action can be used as a bolt action or a semi-auto. The 23" (585mm) barrel threaded 

and fitted with an 8" sound moderator. Iron sights, the rear with one folding blade. 5 shot 

magazine (10 shot mags are available). Good condition.

F89 7x57mm Square Bridge Oberndorf Mauser R 42500.00

Single square bridge Mauser action. Serial number 113219 indicates 1932/33 

manufacture. Receiver marked 'Mauser- Werke AG Oberndorf An', barrel length of 24" 

with tangent rear sight, sling swivel and ramp type fore sight. Matching numbers to 

firearm. Rifle carries UDF confiscation stamp WW2 to receiver ring. Very good bore. 

Stock has wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to grip, cheek 

piece and Mauser marked butt plate. All in particularly good original condition.

F90 .22hornet Sako M78 Rifle R 6500.00

Rifle has been rebarrelled. The 25.5"(648mm) round tapered barrel has no fixed sights. A 

V base over the breech is fitted for scope bases. Very good bore. Bolt action with a side 

safety, 5 shot magazine. Toe of polymer butt plate broken off, otherwise excellent 

condition.

F91 .22hornet BSW Rifle R 3250.00

Breech marked 'G.D. karabiner BSW Suhl'. The small bolt action has a Mauser-type 

bolt release on the LHS. The ramped front sight and tangent rear sights are very Mauser 

as are the finger grooves at the sides of the forearm. Single shot only. Good condition.

F92 .22-250 Midland Rifle R 6500.00

Barrel marked 'Midland Gun Co. Ltd. made in England'. A 20" (508mm) round tapered 

barrel with a hooded front sight and single V folding rear sight. Scope bases fitted over 

the breech. Bore is good. The stock with some figure and 20LPI chequering to panels on 

the pistol grip and forearm sides. A single reinforcing cross-bolt under the breech. Good 

condition.

F93 .250/3000 Savage Mod 99 Lever-Action Rifle R 4500.00

With a 24" (610mm) barrel, a blade front sight and an adjustable pronghorn rear sight. 

Bore is very good. Stock is very dark and the forearm has lost a piece of its right front 

top.
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F94 .243win Winchester Pre-64 Mod 70 Rifle R 15000.00

Manufactured 1957. The 22" (558mm) round tapered barrel has a ramped blade front 

sight and a folding V rear sight. Over the breech is mounted a Lynx 3-9x40 scope. The 

stock with some very good contrasting figure has 20LPI chequering to panels at the pistol 

grip and forearm sides. Excellent condition. Includes a Redding die set.

F95 6mm Musgrave Martini Sporting Rifle R 3500.00

Made from a Enfield action. the 6mm Musgrave is a .303 case necked down to 

.243/6mm. A 26" (660mm) round tapered barrel with a ramped front sight and a standing 

V rear sight with 2 folding blades; the bore is good. Butt stocked for a left-hander with a 

cheekpiece. There has been chipping-away of the wood where it enters the action 

socket.

F96 .243win Musgrave 'Vrystaat' Rifle R 5500.00

A  rather heavy gun for such a light cartridge. The  24" tapered round barrel with a 

ramped front blade and a Williams adjustable V rear sight. The bore is very good. A 

Tasco 3-9 x32 scope is fitted. Mauser-type bolt action with a side safety. The stock with 

some light barring, 20LPI chequering to panels on pistol grip and forearm sides. 

Contrasting grip cap with 'M' logo Fair to good bore. Fair to good overall condition.

F97 .243win Parker Hale Rifle R 8500.00

Barrel length of 24" with ramp foresight and folding leaf adjustable rear sight. Built on 

commercial Mauser action with solid side wall, adjustable trigger and drop magazine floor 

plate. Distinctive flat type Parker Hale fore end with single panel chequering to bottom 

and two panel chequering to wrist. Wooden grip cap. Ventilated recoil pad to butt. 

Excellent bore, good overall condition.

F98 .243win Ruger M77 Rifle R 8500.00

Barrel length of 22" (560mm) with muzzle threaded for silencer. Drop floorplate to M77 

action. Two panel chequering to both fore-end and wrist. Solid black recoil pad to butt. 

Good bore, some light scratches to stock. Good overall.

F99 .243win Parker Hale Rifle R 7500.00

The 24" (610mm) tapered round barrel with sights removed. The bore is very good. 

Mauser type bolt action with a side safety. The Monte Carlo cheekpiece stock with some 

figure, skip line chequering to panels on pistol grip and forearm sides. Contrasting grip 

cap and forearm tip with white-line spacers. Ventilated recoil pad with white-line spacer. 

Good condition.

F100 6.5x54 M1903 Mannl. Schoenauer Take-Down Rifle R 12500.00

A lovely light rifle. The 23" (585mm) tapered round barrel with a ramped front sight and a 

standing V rear sight with one folding blade. The silky smooth action with classic butter 

knife bolt handle and 5 shot rotary magazine. The straight grained stock with 20LPI flat-

top chequering to a wrap-around fore arm pattern and the pistol grip sides. A small cheek 

piece. Take-down cross bolt at fore arm tip. Good condition.

F101 6.5x54mm Mannl Schoenauer M1903 Take-Down Rifle R 7500.00

Another of the genre, almost identical, 23" (585mm) round tapered barrel, iron sights, 

good bore. Stock with some pleasing figure. Excellent condition.

F102 7x57mm Ruger Custom Rifle R 14500.00

Custom rifle built on the Ruger M77. Rust blue type finish to metalwork with 22" barrel 

and muzzle threaded for silencer. Custom stock of select grade walnut features a steel 

grip cap, 4 round steel butt trap, roll over cheek piece and skip line chequering to grip 

and fore end. A good looking rifle in mint condition.

F103 7x57mm Vektor M98 Rifle - Scoped R 9500.00

With a 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel with no iron sights, bore is excellent. Mauser 

action surmounted by a 3-9x40 Tasco scope. Rather light coloured walnut stock with 

20LPI chequering panels to the sides of the pistol grip and forearm. A slight Monte Carlo 

cheek piece to the stock, a solid brown rubber butt pad fitted. Good condition.

F104 7x57mm Mauser Gew 88 Rifle - Pre 1898 R 4500.00

A sporter using the Gew88 action, this with set triggers. Octagonal barrel of 59cm (23 

1/8") length with a good bore. Schnabel tipped stock with small cheekpiece, typical 88 

style side panels. 22LPI chequering to semi pistol grip. Good condition.
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F105 .300win mag Vektor M98 Rifle - Scoped R 9500.00

A 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel with ramp front sight (removable hood) and standing 

V rear sight with one folding blade. Mauser 98 action with an Ultra Optec MT3-9x40X 

scope mounted. The large stock with some figure and barring with 20LPI chequering to 

side panels on the pistol grip and forearm. A contrasting (rosewood) grip cap. Solid 

brown & black butt pad. Very good condition.

F106 .30-06 Musgrave Deluxe M98 Sporting Rifle R 8500.00

A 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel with a ramp front sight and an adjustable Williams 

rear V sight, bore is excellent. Mauser 98 action with a Tasco 4x40 scope fitted. The 

stock of lightish straight-grained walnut with stylish panels to the pistol grip and more 

conventional ones to the forearm. The ventilated recoil pad is tired. Good condition.

F107 .30/06 Brno ZKK Rifle - Scoped R 8500.00

A 60cm (23.6") round tapered barrel. Ramp front sight and folding rear V sight over a 

very good bore. An Optic-Deluxe 4x40 Wide scope is fitted. White-line spacers to the butt 

pad (which is really tired), the grip cap and the fore arm tip, both of which are of  

rosewood. 20LPI chequering side panels to forearm and pistol grip. Good condition.

F108 .30/06 Remington Game Master Pump Mod 760 Rifle R 6500.00

A centre-fire pump action is a rare beast in southern Africa. The 22" (558mm) round 

tapered barrel with a ramped front sight and adjustable rear sight. The bore is good. A 3-

9 Vari-XII scope is mounted on see-through mounts over the action. The stock and 

forearm of straight-grained walnut with impressed 'chequering' panels with scrollwork and 

fleur-de-lys. White-line spacers abound. Good condition.

F109 .30-06 Sako A111 Rifle - Scoped R 11000.00

A 24" (610mm) round tapered barrel has a hooded and ramped front sight plus an 

adjustable rear sight. The bore is very good. The bolt action surmounted by a Bushnell  

4x Banner scope. The stock with some figure and a reinforcing cross-bolt under the 

breech. Side panels of 22LPI chequering to the pistol grip and forearm. Very good 

condition.

F110 9.3x62mm Mannl. Schoenauer Rifle R 17500.00

The 60cm (23 5/8") round tapered barrel with a ramp front sight and a standing V rear 

sight with one folding blade, the bore is very good. A Lynx 3-9x40 scope on a quick 

release side mount over the action allows for it and the iron sights to be used. Action has 

set triggers. Rotary magazine of 5 shots. Stock of medium coloured walnut, with barring 

and contrasting figure. Small cheekpiece. Wrap around pattern of 22LPI to the forearm 

and side panels to the pistol grip. There is a cross-bolt on a barrel band  just before the 

black polymer forearm tip. Includes a Redding die set. Very good condition.

F111 .308win Parker Hale Rifle R 7500.00

Barrel of 24" has no maker's marks to it but the rifle is British proofed and the stock is 

unmistakably Parker Hale. Single panel chequering to flat fore-end, two panel chequering 

to grip of Monte Carlo butt which has a ventilated recoil pad. Excellent bore.

F112 .303br BSA Lee-Speed Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

With a 25" (635mm) round tapered barrel which has a good bore. Ramp front sight with a 

swivelling hood, the rear sight a standing V plus two folding blades and a small ladder to 

get you out to 900yds. Standard SMLE action with a 5 shot magazine. The stock of good 

colour and with figure and some barring. Chequered to the grip and forearm with a wide 

border. Front sling swivel attaches to a barrel band. Very good condition.

F113 .303br Lee-Speed Sporting Rifle Pre - 1898 R 7500.00

Another, same barrel, sights action and magazine, but this has a sporter stock with 

excellent barring and a black polymer butt pad rather than a brass plate. The chequering 

a wrap-around forearm pattern and bigger pistol grip panels. Very good condition.
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F114 8x57mm Brno ZKK Deluxe Rifle - Scoped R 8500.00

A 60cm (23 5/8") round barrel, front ramp sight with a slide off hood and a folding rear 

sight. A Weaver K4-F scope is mounted over the breech. The trigger is of the single set 

persuasion. Stock with contrasting forearm tip and grip cap, white line spacers abound. 

The ventilated recoil pad is approaching its last legs. The stock with a slightly raised 

Monte Carlo comb and has a small cheek piece. Good condition.

F115 .338win mag Browning Semi-Auto Rifle R 12500.00

Fitted with Weaver K4W scope, barrel of 24" (610mm) has folding leaf rear sight and 

ramp front sight, three round magazine. Wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel 

chequering to grip, solid Browning recoil pad to butt. Excellent original condition.

F116 9.5mm Mannlicher Schoenauer Mod 1910 Rifle R 4500.00

A 61cm (24") round tapered barrel with a ramped front sight and a standing V sight with 

one  folding blade. The bore is good.  The stock has a non-professional barrel band 

added at the forearm tip, a couple of small brass cross-bolts, one at the wrist the other 

under the breech, plus the main action bolts seem a bit wrong. Fair condition.

F117 9.5mm Mannlicher Schoenauer M1910 Rifle R 6500.00

Another of the same, barrel, bore sights and action all the same. Receiver has been 

dovetailed for scope mounting. The stock, though old and having had some rough 

treatment is still in somewhat better condition. Good condition.

F118 .44mag Ruger Mod 44 S/A Carbine R 7500.00

The ideal pig gun? Semi-auto with a barrel length of 18,5.  Tube magazine holding 4 

rounds. The gun in a good clean condition and seems hardly used.

F119 .460wm Weatherby Mk V Rifle R 22500.00

A really big heavy gun and it needs to be so - the recoil is not for the faint hearted. The 

massive 26" (660mm) barrel is fully 20mm in diameter at the muzzle and 36mm at the 

breech. The bore is good. A ramp front sight and a folding rear V sight. The stock of 

straight grained walnut with reinforcing cross bolts under the breech and at the action's 

rear. Skip line chequering to pistol grip and fore arm. Contrasting forearm tip and grip 

cap, both with white-line spacers. Very good condition.

F120 8x60mm Fritz Weiss M98 Sporting Rifle R 5500.00

A 31" (788mm) octagonal barrel with a raised cross-cut rib. Bore is good. The ramped 

bead front sight allied to a 5 folding blades rear sight with an additional ladder sight out to 

1200m. Mauser 98 action with some engraving. Dark walnut stock with 24LPI chequering 

to pistol grip sides and a dark forearm tip and grip cap which are probably horn. The 

rubber recoil pad is defunct. Good condition.

F121 9x57mm J.P. Sauer & Sohn M98 Mauser Rifle R 7500.00

Sporting rifle with 30,5" octagon to round ribbed barrel with leaf & ladder rear sight and 

ramp fore-sight. Top rib marked to 'J. P. Sauer & Sohn Zweigniederlassung Berlin'. 

Action by DWM Berlin. Better grade stock has schnabel tip, wrap-around chequering to 

fore-end, two panel chequering to wrist and cheekpiece to butt which has a Pachmayr 

Decelerator pad fitted to it. Relatively good bore, rifle is in excellent refinished condition. 

Customer has the following available separately: 500 original Kynoch rounds in good 

packaging and original excellent condition, around 30% are solids the rest soft noses.

F122 .30-06 Custom-Built M98 Mauser - Scoped R 17500.00

Rifle is built on an Oberndorf Mauser action with a ribbed 24,5" octagonal barrel carrying 

ramp fore sight and two leaf rear sight. Rifle is fitted with a 3-9X Bushnell Banner on a 

European slide on mount. Adjustable trigger and lo-scope safety to action. Superior 

grade walnut stock dark fore end tip & grip cap, skip line chequering and cheek piece. All 

in excellent condition. Replacement costs on building a similar rifle today would be at 

least R45 000.
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F123 16ga/9.3x72R Heinze Drilling R 12500.00

Top rib engraved 'Engelbert Heinze, Dresten'. Barrels are 68cm (26.75") long. The 

smooth bore tubes are excellent and marked 'nitro', the rifle barrel has no identification 

but is for a slim rimmed case. The sights are a low bead out front with a (manually 

raised) V rear sight in the top rib. The action silvered with much floral scrollwork and deer 

on the LHS plus a fox and a stag on the RHS; the hammer locks likewise. The action is 

opened by the snap underlever. The top lever selects the rifle barrel. The 3 triggers is 

something different. The stock of good dark highly figured walnut chequered to 24LPI, as 

is the forearm. A small cheek piece is present and an engraved blued cartridge trap in 

the heel of the stock. A remarkable piece in a very good professionally refinished 

condition.

F124 12ga/.400 Weber S/S Hammer Combination - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

The barrels are octagonal at the breech but at about 1/3 towards the muzzles they go 

round. Action is fitted with a Jones underlever which is slow but sure. Hammers, locks 

and action body lightly engraved with delicate scrollwork. The 675mm (26.5") barrels 

show some pitting near the breech on the smooth bore tube, rifling on the other still good. 

The right hammer is working, the left is not holding to full cock. There's a horn finger 

holder built into the rear of the trigger guard. Stock with a small cheek piece is of nice 

coloured walnut with quite some figure.

F125 12ga/.500 Heym Drilling R 9500.00

A big heavy drilling weighing 4.475kg (10lbs). The 69.6cm (27.5") smooth bore barrels 

have clean tubes and are choked a tight 1/2 on the right and 3/4 on the left and are both 

marked 13/1. The bore of the rifle tube is excellent. The cross cut top rib with a small 

front bead and 5 folding rear sights from 100 to 500 metres. The massive brushed silver 

action accommodates a doll's head barrel extension. The forearm is completely covered 

with 24LPI chequering, except for the Deeley catch. The very dark stock with elongated 

tear-drops has the same chequering over the complete pistol grip. The metal butt plate is 

cross-hatched and has a trap for cleaning equipment etc.

F126 .410br Belgian "Poachers" S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 2250.00

With 28.25" (716mm) barrels both with full choke and pretty reasonable bores. The side-

lever hammer action is common as is the miniscule forearm. The stock with a good 

repair to the wrist is otherwise clean and has some figure. At 1.82kg or 4.2lbs, very light. 

Very good condition.

F127 .410br Spanish Single Barrel 'Poachers' Shotgun R 650.00

A side lever gun. The 26"(660mm) barrel has a good bore and is choked full. The action 

colour case hardened. The stock and fore arm would benefit from a do-over. At 1.4kg or 

4.4lbs it is extremely light.

F128 9mm RF  European Combination S/S Gun R 1750.00

Barrels of 27.5" (700mm), one smooth and the other rifled. Two leaf rear sight. 

Hammerless under lever action. Pistol grip type stock. Weighs 2.2kg or just under 5lbs. 

Good original condition.

F129 .43/12ga Sauer Box Lock Combination - Pre 1898 R 3750.00

An auto safety non-ejecting box lock with top cross bolt showing 'J. P. Sauer & Sohn, 

Suhl' on each side of the action. The 27.5" (700mm) barrels have good bores and the 

left hand (shotgun) barrel is  a 3/4 choke. The 11mm broad rib holds a 3 leaf folding rear 

sight and a low blade front sight. Rifle barrel diameter is given as 10.7mm. The light 

coloured walnut stock and fore end are chequered to 20 LPI. The LOP to the front, rifle 

trigger, is 15"(38.2cm)  to a ventilated recoil pad. Gun weight is 3.58kg (7.9lbs) Good 

condition.

F130 16ga German S/S Hammer Shotgun R 1750.00

A really nice light 16 bore with excellent bores to the 75cm (29.5") barrels, which are nitro 

proofed and the left is a cylinder bore while the right is slightly choked. The stock of 

straight-grained walnut with some figure is flat-top chequered to 20LPI. LOP to front 

trigger is 13 5/8". The weight is just 2.7kg (6lbs). A small sliver off the forearm and a 

slight crack behind the LHS lock are the only detractions, apart from the totally foreign 

ventilated so-called recoil pad which needs to go. Good condition.
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F131 12ga R Hughes S/S Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 2500.00

Bar action sidelock hammer gun, marked 'Hughes' on both locks which also show a pair 

of spaniels. Fitted with a dolls head rib extension. The 30.25" (768mm) barrels show 

slight pitting forward of the chambers. Choke is a 1/4 right barrel and 3/4 left barrel. The 

Damascus patterning of the barrels is particularly attractive. The stock and forearm are of 

straight-grained walnut.

F132 12ga BSA S/S Box Lock Shotgun R 3750.00

Top rib shows 'Made by B.S.A.'. A plain box lock extractor model with an auto-safety, 

stamped B.S.A on left hand side. The 30" (76.2cm) barrels show some very light pitting 

and are cylinder bore on  the right  and 3/4 choked on the left. Gun is nitro-proofed for 1 

1/8oz (32gm) loads. The stock is of light walnut and has a LOP of 14" (35.5cm). Gun 

weight 3.53kg (7.8lbs).

F133 12ga Hubertus S/S Hammer Shotgun R 750.00

With 30" (762mm) barrels, both bores pitted quite badly and both full choked. Barrel 

extension with a doll's head. Right hand back action lock with plain replacement plate. 

Left hand lock engraved with animals and floral scrolls as is the rest of the metalwork. 

Stock with crack at the toe otherwise the wood is in a fair condition.

F134 12ga Needham S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 1750.00

Bar action sidelocks marked 'J. N. Needham'. Hammer action with top break lever, non-

ejector, lightly engraved. The 30.25" (768mm) barrels show some light pitting in both 

tubes which are choked improved cylinder on the right and 3/4 on the left; black powder 

proofs only. The top rib shows 'J.N.Needham Damascus Works, Loveday Street, 

Birmingham' and ends in a dolls head extension. The stock and fore arm of medium 

coloured walnut show rough attempts to re-chequer them.  LOP is 13 7/8"(353mm) to 

front trigger.

F135 12ga Ward & Sons S/S Hammer Shotgun R 1250.00

Top rib marked 'Ward & Sons, Birmingham'. The 30"(762mm) barrels have good bores 

and are choked Improved on the right, Full on the left. Back action hammer locks and 

action plain with border lines only. Action is tight and nitro proofed for 1 1/8oz (32g) 

65mm cartridges. Forearm could do with re-chequering, but stock is in good nick. Good 

condition

F136 12ga./11mm Drilling by J. P. Sauer & Sohn R 12500.00

Hammerless sidelock action with extensive engraving to lock plates, action & trigger 

guard. Cocking indicators to lock plates. Top lever action with cross bolt and barrel 

selector above trigger guard. Barrel length of 26,5" with four leaf folding rear sights. Two 

panel chequering to pistol grip, shadow line cheek piece and four round ammo trap to 

butt. The piece is in good professionally refinished condition with some feint pitting marks 

visible to exterior of barrel. Decent grade of wood. Some very light pitting to shotgun 

bores, fair to good rifle barrel. Overall, good professionally refinished condition. The 

customer has the following available separately; Some of the original 11.15mm RWS 

ammo and a very good condition RCBS die set.

F137 12ga Greener S/S Boxlock Ejector Shotgun R 4500.00

The Empire model. The 32"(813mm) barrels with good bores, right barrel 1/2 choke, left 

Full. Cylindrical cross bolt to plain box lock action which still retains some colour case 

hardening. Greener side safety fitted, naturally. The stock with semi pistol grip, flat top 

chequering to 22LPI. LOP from front trigger to ventilated recoil pad is 15 1/8". Fore arm 

with a Deeley catch and horn tip. At 3.5kg (7.85lbs) slightly on the heavy side. Very good 

condition.

F138 12ga FN Boxlock N/E S/S Shotgun R 2750.00

The 30" (762mm) barrels have some very light pitting and scouring. Chokes are a tight 

1/2 on the right, a tight full on the left, (marked 18.2mm and 17.4mm respectively). 

Proofed for 1 1/4oz (36g) 70mm cartridges. A plain box lock action with rather abrupt 

fences, a cylindrical cross bolt is fitted. Auto safety. The stock with a straight hand grip is 

of lightish walnut, chequered to 22LPI. The fore arm with an Anson push catch is well 

covered by chequering. LOP from front trigger to the black polymer butt plate is 14 1/8" 

(360mm). Weight is 3kg (6.72lbs). Excellent condition.
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F139 12ga Saml. Marson S/S Boxlock N/E Shotgun R 1250.00

The 30" (762mm) Damascus barrels have good bores and choked 1/4 on the right and 

full on the left. Black powder proofs. Finish is entirely missing from all the metal. 

Extractor box lock action with auto safety, side clips present. Chequering is worn away 

on both fore arm and stock, though the wood is still okay. Fair condition.

F140 12ga Aya S/S Boxlock N/E Shotgun R 2750.00

The 30" (762mm) barrels have excellent bores and are both choked full. The box lock 

action with an auto safety and minimal engraving and colour case hardening. The stock 

of rather light coloured wood is chequered to pistol grip and fore arm to 22LPI. The LOP 

to front trigger is 14 7/8". Good condition.

F141 12ga Beretta Silver Pigeon Pump Shotgun R 4500.00

A 29 34"(757mm) barrel, full choked. Steel action with alloy trigger guard which shows 

loss of finish. Wood is plain, chequered to 20LPI. LOP to ventilated recoil pad is 13  3/4". 

Good condition.

F142 12ga Brno/Merkel O/U Shotgun R 14500.00

With 28"(712mm) barrels, excellent bores both choked full with nitro proofing and with 

typical double locking lugs. Three piece fore arm with Deeley catch. Ejector action with 

auto safety and double triggers, much engraved with game scenes. Dark walnut stock 

with good figure, contrast and barring, typical small cheekpiece. LOP from front trigger to 

solid rubber butt pad is 14 5/8" (373mm). Very good condition.

F143 270win Brno ZG47 Rifle R 15000.00

Proofed 1956. Barrel of 24" marked 'ZG47 Cal. 270W. Brno Made in Czechoslovakia'. 

Rear sight blade removed to make provision for scope mounting. Parker-Hale scope 

rings fitted. The ZG47 was built on a large ring action with a unique cocking piece safety. 

Good plus bore, good to good plus overall condition.

F144 9,3x62 Brno ZG47 Rifle - Scoped R 65000.00

This rifle would appear to be the first Brno ZG47 built with the serial number 00001. Fiited 

with Meopta 4x scope integral mounts. Barrel length of 24" with single leaf rear sight and 

hooded ramp fore-sight. Bore in excellent shiny condition. Barrel is marked 'Cal. 9,3x62 

Mauser CZ ZG47'. Stock has a black tipped schnabel fore-end, wrap-around chequering 

to the fore-end, two panel chequering to the wrist, a dished shadow-line cheekpiece and 

a replacement red ventillated recoil pad which is marked to 'M.J. Bundock Gunsmith 

Dunnotar'. Finish on the metalwork is virtually mint, with a gloss blued barrel and matt 

receiver. Finish to the stock is also extremely good. Rifle would appear to have very little 

work and can be described as good plus original overall.

F145 .22 Anschutz Match 54 Target Rifle - Cased R 6500.00

In a big well-padded wooden case. The heavy 26" (660mm) barrel has a good bore. 

Action a single shot bolt target type. Front  and rear target sights are stored in a foam 

plastic box. The typical bulky stock is in good condition.  A full length cleaning rod is 

present.

F146 .375H&H Mag 'Landrover' Rifle - Cased - New R 65000.00

A tapered 24" (610mm) barrel with outstanding bore, sports a ramp front sight with a 

folding hood. The ramped rear sight with a single standing V and 2 folding blades. The 

Magnum Mauser action with QD side mounts for the Helia 4x36 scope. Steel magazine 

floorplate with release catch on the guard. The big stock, of a choice grade of walnut, a 

good dark colour with plenty of contrast, chequered to 22LPI to the pistol grip and a wrap-

around forearm pattern. The excellent case, of leather and wood, also contains a full-

length cleaning rod with wooden handle, nickelled square oil bottle, a leather wallet 

holding cleaning brushes etc. and a leather sling. New and unfired.
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F147 .450 No.2 Musket Westley Richards Deely-Edge Rifle R 95000.00

In a very big, heavy case made with 1" thick Rhodesian teak planks. It contains 

everything you could possibly need to make cartridges in the field, short of pot to melt 

your lead. The gun is rebuilt. A heavy octagonal barrel 30" (762mm) long with a 

pronounced under rib, sporting ferrules for the wood and brass ram rod. A target 

adjustable front sight with a tang mounted target rear, backed up by 6 folding V sights 

plus a folding ladder on the barrel. The falling block action engraved 'Manufactured by 

Westley Richards & Co, London & Birmingham' on the LHS. On the RHS is 'Deeley 

& Edge Patent.'. The stock and fore arm of choice walnut with lots of figure and 

contrast, flat top chequered to 22LPI. to a wrap around fore arm pattern and twin pistol 

grip panels. A truly excellent offering.

F148 12ga Churchill Mod 25 S/S Shotgun - Cased R 25000.00

In leather motor case fitted for a pair of Churchill 25" guns.This one with a gold '1' and 

'xxv' over the chambers. The 63.5cm barrels have excellent bores and a narrow, 

signature, raised top rib. Chokes are both Improved. Proofed for 2.5"(65mm) cartridges 

with 1 1/8oz 32g) of shot. On the barrels 'E. J. Churchill (Gunmakers) Ltd' and 'Deane 

Street Gunworks Leicester Square, London'. The ejector boxlock action completely 

covered with small floral and scroll engraving. The straight hand stock of nicely figured 

walnut chequered to 22LPI, including the butt. The fore arm ditto and equipped with an 

Anson push- rod (also with a gold '1' inlaid), has one very small chip out of an edge. The 

very compact 'V.C. Guncase', only made by E. C. Churchill. Very good condition. Weight 

a comfortable 2.8kg (6.3lbs)/

F149 28ga English S/S Shotgun R 17500.00

A very dainty little gun in good professionally refinshed condition. Built by the English 

trade on a Webley action, the gun carries Birminghm nitro-proof stamps. Barrel length of 

27", box lock non-ejector action with rose & scroll engraving to the action, trigger guard, 

toplever, fore-end etc. Wellfigured, straight hand stock. Peacock bluing to trigger guard, 

fore end iron and toplever. London oil finish to wood.Some faint pitting to barrels which 

would not have any effect on patterns. Tight action. Good plus refinished condition .

F150 12ga Allan S/S Shotgun - Cased R 4250.00

Top rib marked  'A. Allan, Trongate, Glasgow'. The 30" (660mm) barrels show some 

very light pitting just ahead of the chambers. Nitro proofed for 1 1/4oz, (36g) cartridges. 

The box lock action also with 'A. Allan' in a scroll on both sides. Cross bolt reinforcing, 

extractor model. The stock of nicely figured walnut, cut to 22LPI chequering as is the fore 

arm which has an Anson push rod. LOP from front trigger to dark horn butt plate is 14 

1/8". Good condition. The rather aged case shows a 'Lawn & Adler' address label on the 

inner lid.

F151 12ga Holland & Holland Paradox Shotgun - Cased R 65000.00

The 28" barrels show some light scouring and pitting. The slightly elevated rib with a low 

bead front sight and a 2 blade folding rear sight for 50 and 100yds. The Paradox  rifling to 

the bores at the muzzles was invented by Col. Fosberry and gives solid slugs more 

accuracy without destroying the shot pattern. The action plain with 'Holland & Holland' 

engraved on the back-action locks. The stock of excellent walnut, chequered to 24LPI 

with a plain blued steel buttplate. The LOP to the front trigger is 13 7/8", on the shortish 

side.The forearm with a Deeley catch has a small metal finial at the tip. The synthetic 

case is undergoing a disintegration of the foam lining. Weight 3.4kg or 7.6lbs.

F152 20ga Miroku O/U Shotgun - Cased R 9500.00

The 26" (660mm) barrels with excellent bores, choked improved and 3//4, with excellent 

bores. The action an ejector and with a non-auto safety catch. The stock of well 

contrasting colour and figure has a LOP of just 12 3/4", so obviously for a boy or a lady 

shooter. Snap caps included in the case which is a modern synthetic type. Weight 2.8kg, 

6.3lbs. Very good condition.
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F153 .45/70 CW Andrews Double Rifle - Cased R 28500.00

Cased in leather & canvas English case which has been professionally refinished by 

John Matthews. Rifle is a back action side lock hammer gun which has been 

professionally refurbished by Willie Pretorius in an exercise that involved replacing 

barrels, replacing fore end and re-bluing. Barrels marked 'C. W. Andrews Ld. London 

Ammunition .450 Express' and 'Willie Pretorius Master Gunsmith cal.45-70'. Barrel 

length of 26" with three leaf rear sight. Lock plates marked "C. W. Andrews Ld." Pistol 

grip stock with 14,25" L.O.P. steel grip cap, escutcheon plate to stock and ribbed horn 

butt plate. Case includes nickel oil bottle, brass take-down cleaning rod, English sling and 

three turn screws. All in excellent condition.

F154 .30-06/.222/12ga Krieghoff Combination - Scoped - Cased R 29500.00

With 25" (635mm) tubes, all showing excellent bores. The shotgun barrels proofed for 

70mm cartridges and are both stamped 18.2mm. Chokes are right 1/2, left full. Top rib 

matted with blade front sight and folding rear sight. QD scope bases fitted for the Zeiss 

1.5-6x42 scope and the top rib ends in an extension for a cylindrical cross-bolt. The 

bright silvered action scroll engraved. The stock with excellent barring and figure with a 

slight continental type of hump in the comb. Both it and the forearm are chequered to 

24LPI, with carved scrollwork borders. The LOP to the solid rubber butt pad is 14.5" from 

the front trigger. An extra barrel, in .222Rem, with its own licence, is enclosed. Excellent 

condition.

F155 12ga Dumoulin S/S Shotgun R 3500.00

Box lock, non-ejector action with Greener cross bolt, 36" (915mm) barrels choked full 

and half, nitro proofed for 70mm loads. Gun is in good refinished condition with a few 

light dings to bore.

F156 .360 Holland & Holland Hammer Double Rifle R 65000.00

A delightful little rifle, with 27" (686mm) barrels and reasonably good bores. Wide 

(10mm) plain rib with a low front bead sight and a standing 100yd V sight with 2 leaves at 

150 and 200 yds. The action polished with elegant fences and back action locks, all with 

minor bordering and minimal engraving. The stock and fore arm of good dark walnut with 

figure, contrast and barring; flat top chequering to pistol grip and fore arm which as an 

Anson pushcatch. Excellent condition.

F157 .22/44 Marbles Model 1908A 'Game Getter' Combination R 7500.00

Manufactured 1909 through to 1918. Model with the folding tang peep sight which is 

unfortunately missings it's insert. These are readily available however. The 'Game Getter' 

was classified under the NFA but the Bureau of internal revenue exmpted 18" barrelled 

versions in March 1939. Serial No 8206. A 'survival' type of weapon with a .22lr rifle 

barrel over a .44-40 smooth bore. Pistol grip with a folding nickel finished skeleton stock. 

Includes original holster/carry bag which has a tear to it. Some holster wear to barrel and 

muzzle. Overall good to good plus original condition.

F158 .44-40win Winchester M1873 Carbine - Pre 1898 R 17500.00

Third model with a 20" (508mm) barrel, blade front sight, standing V rear sight with a 

folding ladder [Winchester type 44-a] and full length magazine tube. Straight grip stock 

with crescent steel butt plate and two barrel bands 'S.W. 1908' carved into the right side 

of the stock. Faded greyish brown overall finish to the metal work with traces of original 

gloss blue to receiver. Wood work in good original condition. Dust cover missing, saddle 

ring to side of receiver. Good original overall. Manufactured 1896.

F159 .44-40win Winchester M1892 Carbine - Pre 1898 R 17500.00

Relatively scarce variant with half length magazine tube, round barrel of 20", plain walnut 

straight grip stock and one barrel band on fore arm. Carbine rear sight no.44-A with 

lifting, ladder type arrangement. Good mechanical condition. Greyish patina to barrel, 

silver grey finish to action and barrel band. Good original stock, good overall. 

Manufactured 1894.
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F160 .44-40win Winchester M1873 Rifle - Pre 1898 R 24500.00

Third model manufactured 1888. Sporting model with crescent iron butt plate, straight 

grip stock and capped fore arm. Octagonal 24,5" barrel with full length magazine tube. 

Patina on metal work is a plum brown colour with a few light dings and scratches to 

sharp edges. Fore end displays expected light dings & scratches, a close examination of  

butt stock shows signs of an early repair to it. Good overall original condition.

F161 .30-30win Winchester Mod 94 Rifle R 11500.00

Early model, manufactured 1906. Long 26" round barrel and full length magazine tube. 

Crescent steel but tplate, straight grip stock. Good bore, very good refinished condition.

F162 No Item

F163 12ga Westley Richards & Chas Osborne Hammer Guns R 1250.00

The Osborne with 31 3/4" (80.6cm) Damascus barrels which both show some light pitting 

and are choked 1/4 and 3/4. Black powder proofs only. Back action locks with light 

engraving. Action is slightly off the face even though there's a cylindrical cross bolt. The 

fore arm wood is beat up but the stock is still in good condition. The Westley Richards 

with 30" (762mm) tubes which are clean but show a couple of very small dings and are 

nitro proofed for 1 1/8oz (32g) 65mm loads. Plain bar action side locks, cylindrical cross 

bolt to top rib extension, locks up tight. Semi pistol grip stock in reasonable shape. Fore 

arm lacking its tip which is easily replaced. Fair to good condition.

F164 9.5mm Mannlicher M1910 Take Down Rifle R 6500.00

Open sights to 23.5" (597mm) barrel, two panel chequering to both fore end and wrist, 

steel butt trap to stock. Stock appears to be a replacement, some pitting evident along 

barrel/stock line. Fair to good bore. Fair to good overall condition.

F165 12ga Jackson S/S Hammer Shotgun - Pre 1898 R 3950.00

With 30" (762mm) Damascus barrels, both unchoked bores with some light pitting. Black 

powder only. The bar action side locks with attractively arcaded fences. The hammers 

are conjoined to the firing pins - very unusual, as is the short top opening lever. Action, 

locks, trigger plate etc profusely engraved with fine scrollwork. The forearm rather worn, 

the stock with good colour and 20LPI flat-top chequering. Gun weighs 6.75lbs (3.05kg).

F166 12ga Greener GP Martini Shotgun R 1750.00

Single barrel on a Martini action. The action has 'Greener's GP Gun' on its RHS and 'W. 

W. Greener Maker Birmingham England' on its LHS. Thumb safety catch on the rear 

RHS of the action. The 34" (838mm) barrel is choked a tight full, the bore is good. Fore-

end and stock of some light coloured hardwood, flat-top 'chequering' to about 10 LPI is 

evident on both. Weight is 3.2kg (7lbs) for a single barrelled gun! Good condition.

F167 9mmrf Belgian Martini Rifle R 1950.00

A  59cm (23 1/4") slightly tapering octagonal barrel with a good bore. Front sight 

damaged, rear sight a standing V for 50m with one folding blade for 100m.The mini 

Martini type action has an external hammer instead of the usual internal striker. Action 

secured to stock by top and bottom tangs, not the usual through bolt. Wood is in need of 

a pick-me-up. Definitely one for the single shot rifle collector.

F168 .375h&h mag Mahillion Rifle R 25000.00

With a 60cm (23 5/8") barrel, a bead front sight on a ramp with a standing V rear sight 

with 2 folding leaves, the bore is very good. The action a modified Mauser type. Straight-

grained walnut of good colour and some figure, flat-top chequered to 22LPI to wrist 

panels and a wrap-around forearm pattern. Black polymer forearm tip and grip cap. Very 

good condition.
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F169 .375h&h mag Custom Rifle R 65000.00

Built by Danie Joubert on a double square bridge Magnum Mauser action. The 25.5" 

(650mm) octagonal barrel with a raised top rib. Ramped front sight, standing V rear with 

one folding blade. Commercial Mauser action with a Schmidt & Bender 1 1/2x15 scope 

mounted over it. Steel magazine floorplate with quick release catch on trigger guard. 

Stock of walnut of pleasing colour and lots on contrast and some barring. Contrasting 

forearm tip of rosewood or ebony. Flat-top chequering to 22LPI to wrap-around multi-

point forearm pattern and separate pistol grip panels. Metal grip cap engraved 'PO'. 

Excellent condition.

F170 .505 Gibbs Mauser Rifle R 75000.00

Built on a Brevex magnum Mauser action. The 23.5" (600mm) barrel tapering from 1 3/8" 

(35mm) at the breech to 7/8" (22mm) at the muzzle. Ramped front sight with folding 

hood, rear sight a peep sight on the tail of the bolt. Metal magazine floorplate with quick-

release catch at trigger guard. The stock of nicely coloured walnut showing some figure 

and colour contrasts, a single reinforcing cross-bolt at the breech. Chequered wrap-

around multi-point pattern to forearm, separate panels to pistol grip, all to 20LPI. LOP to 

Silvers red butt pad 14.5". Excellent condition. Owner can be contacted for brass and 

ammunition.

F171 .416rigby Custom Built Magnum Mauser Rifle R 75000.00

Rifle has a octagonal ribbed 26,5" barrel with four leaf express sight and ramp fore sight. 

Built on a Brevex Magnum Mauser action with engraved and nickelled bolt handle, 45 

degree lo-scope safety and nickelled, engraved floorplate and engraved trigger guard. 

Stock is built on the traditional English style and features: Ebony fore end tip, wrap 

around chequering to fore end, recoil lug, wrap around chequering to wrist, steel grip cap, 

shadow line cheek piece and solid red recoil pad. Stock is made of a better grade wood. 

A well executed rifle in fine condition. The customer has the following available 

separately: three case guard cases with some reloaded ammo, some original ammo and 

a reloading die set.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

G1 12ga ATA O/U Shotgun - Silver - New R 13500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes and tool. 

Black finished receiver with single selective trigger. Walnut stock and forearm, laser 

chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver Pigeon. New.

G2 12ga ATA O/U Shotgun - White - New R 13500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes and tool. 

Black finished receiver with single selective trigger. Walnut stock and forearm, laser 

chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver Pigeon. New.

G3 12ga ATA O/U Shotgun - Sporter - New R 15500.00

In a brushed finished case. 28" (712mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers and 

ventilated ribs. Blued receiver with single selective trigger. Walnut forearm and stock with 

adjustable comb. Laser-cut chequering to both. Oil finish to stock. With a manual, cap 

and carry sling. New.

G4 12ga ATA O/U Shotgun - Grey Wing - New R 16000.00

In brushed finish carry case. 28 " (712mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers. Side rib of 

only 120mm at the muzzles and ventilated top rib to cut down on weight which is just 

under 6.6lbs (3kg). A greywing partridge is engraved on each side of the receiver. The 

walnut forearm and stock are laser-cut chequered. With manual, carry sling and cap. 

New.

G5 12ga ATA Engraved O/U Shotgun - New R 19500.00

In hard plastic case. 30" (762mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes. The 

receiver relief engraved with ducks on the sides and bottom. Forearm and stock of a high 

grade walnut, with fine laser-cut chequering. New.

G6 12ga Benelli S/auto M3 S90 Tactical Shotgun - New R 22000.00

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
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With a 50cm (19.75") matt black barrel, with a raised front sight and  choked  improved. 

Black steel and polymer action, forearm and stock. Features a rotary locking bolt and can 

be operated as a pump action or a semi-automatic. In original box, never used.

G7 12ga Izarms O/U Shotgun - New R 9500.00

Multi-choke with 28" (712mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers and ventilated top rib. 5 

chokes. Action with ejectors and a single selective trigger. Non-auto safety. The 

hardwood stock and forearm with laser-cut chequering, LOP 14 1/8" (362mm). New.

G8 12ga ATA O/U Shotgun - Black R 13500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes and tool. 

Black finished receiver with single selective trigger. Walnut stock and forearm, laser 

chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver Pigeon. New.

G9 .22lr Voere Bolt Action Sporting Rifle R 3500.00

Bolt action, grooved for a scope, with a 5 shot box magazine, side safety catch. 21 1/4" 

(54cm) round barrel with blade front sight, tangent rear 50-200m; bore is good. Stock 

very plain and lacking finish, could do with some TLC. Good condition.

G10 No Item

G11 .22lr Voere Rifle R 2250.00

A  21.25" (642mm) round untapered barrel with a ramped and hooded front sight mated 

to a tangent rear sight. Bore is good. Mini bolt action, missing magazine. The hardwood 

stock has lost finish and picked up a couple of dings - it could do with a facelift. Good 

condition.

G12 .22lr Savage Mod 3D Rifle R 750.00

An untapered round barrel of 24" (610mm), good bore. Blade front sight and adjustable 

rear V sight. Mini bolt action, single shot, with side safety. Plain stock, could also do with 

some finish. Good condition.

G13 .22lr Mossberg No 45B Rifle R 1250.00

Bolt action with a tubular under barrel magazine. Slightly tapered round barrel with  ramp 

front sight and adjustable rear sight. Polymer trigger guard. Light coloured hardwood 

quite bulky stock. Needs finish. Good condition.

G14 .22mag Norinco Mod JW23 Rifle R 2500.00

An 18" (458mm) tapered barrel with a very good bore. Usual ramped front sight and a 

standing V rear sight. Nice mini-Mauser bolt action, 5 shot magazine. Stock of plain 

reddish hardwood. Good condition.

G15 No Item

G16 .22hnt Ferlach Zidi Action Full Stock Rifle R 7500.00

On a short 15.5" (394mm) barrel with front sight coming out of a ventilated top rib, good 

bore. Nice compact bolt action with a semi-butterknife bolt handle surmounted by a 1.75-

5 Tasco scope, 5 shot box magazine. The stock of well-figured walnut with an elegant 

wrap-around forearm pattern and to the pistol grip sides, both 20LPI. Forearm tip blued 

metal, butt pad a ventilated recoil absorber. Very good condition.

G17 No Item

G18 .222rem Brno Fox Mod 2 Rifle R 7500.00

A Fox Model 2, small action. The 24.25" (61.5cm) barrel has a good bore, iron sights 

removed and a Nikko Stirling 4x32 AO Mountmaster scope installed. Muzzle threaded for 

a sound moderator. Action sports a set trigger and a 5 shot box magazine. Wood a 

medium grade of walnut, chequered at forearm and pistol grips sides to 18LPI. VGC.

G19 .222rem Tikka Rifle - Scoped R 7500.00

The 23" (584mm) round tapered barrel has a good bore. A tall ramp for the front sight 

and a single standing V rear sight. The LSA-55 bolt action is compact and smooth, side 

safety fitted. Over it is a Nikko Stirling 2.5x20 scope. The stock of medium to light walnut 

with contrasting fore arm tip and pistol grip cap. A hard black polymer butt pad, all with 

white line spacers. Skip line chequering. Good condition.
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G20 .25-06 Ruger M77V Mk2 Stainless Rifle R 9500.00

Very much a target rifle. A heavy round barrel of 26.25" (666mm) with no iron sights, to 

the M77 MkII action. Laminated stock with wide hand-filling forearm.  Appears unused 

and as new.

G21 .270win Musgrave M98 Rifle R 7500.00

A  24" (610mm) round tapered barrel fitted to a Mauser 98 action with a quick release 

catch to the magazine. Bore is good. the light coloured walnut stock has had a hard life. 

Fair to good condition.

G22 .270win Mauser M98 Sporting Rifle R 8500.00

A  22" (559mm) round and much tapered barrel with a tall ramped front sight, rear sight 

removed, so too is the scope and 3/4ths of the scope rings. The bore is good. A standard 

M98 action with closed magazine floorplate. Large 16LPI chequering to side panels at 

forearm and pistol grip. Butt plate missing a piece at the heel, otherwise in good 

condition.

G23 7mm-08 Sako AII Rifle R 11500.00

Round tapered 23"v(585mm) barrel with a pretty good bore. The Sako action with a side 

safety and releaseable magazine floor plate. 'RAR' inscribed on the starboard reinforcing 

cross bolt. A massive Nikko Stirling 3-9x42 Nighteater scope is fitted. The medium 

coloured walnut stock with a slight Monte Carlo and a cheek piece on the left side has 

skip line chequering and contrasting wooden forearm tip and grip cap. Very good 

condition.

G24 .300wm Winchester Mod 70 Classic Rifle R 12500.00

Looks new. Action is tapped and threaded for scope mounts. No iron sights fitted to 

round tapered barrel which has a good bore. The stock of medium colour walnut with lots 

of figure, has a rosewood end piece and a metal cap on the pistol grip, and a single recoil 

cross-bolt at the rear of the action. Excellent condition.

G25 .308win Musgrave M1904 Rifle - Scoped R 3950.00

A heavy fluted barrel of 20" (508mm), excellent bore. Has a long eye relief Burris Scout 

2x-7x fitted forward of the breech. Mauser-type bolt action with fixed magazine floorplate. 

Black synthetic stock is fitted. Very good condition.

G26 7.62x51mm P-14 Target Rifle R 3950.00

Standard action fitted with Lynx scope mounts and rings. Heavy target barrel 26" (66cms) 

long, excellent bore. Standard butt has had a bulky forearm grafted onto it. Very good 

condition.

G27 .303br Lee Enfield Sporting Rifle  Scoped R 4500.00

Rifle is built on a No 4 action with 21.5" (546mm)  barrel and 4x32 Ram telescopic sight 

fitted. Rifle has custom Monte Carlo type butt with recoil paid and matching fore end. 

Good overall condition.

G28 No Item

G29 .303br 'Sporterized' P-14 Rifle R 3500.00

The 26" (660mm) barrel with a reasonable bore. Ramped front sight and adjustable 

standing V sight. Breech of standard action stamped 'ERA'. Stock shortened and 

sporterized. Good condition.

G30 .303br "Sporterised"  P-14 Rifle R 4500.00

Another of the same. This one retaining the original front sight fixture. The 26" (660mm) 

barrel with a much better bore. Rear sight removed and a scope sight bridge in place 

over the action. The stock sporterized to the extent of cutting down the forearm, filling in 

the brass disc's hole and sanding and finishing the wood. Good condition.

G31 .303br No. 4 Silenced Rifle-Scoped R 4500.00

Rifle is built with a full length integral silencer over the 23.5" (597mm) barrel, Tasco 3-

12x40 scope fitted, cheek piece to butt. An unusual item, good overall condition.

G32 .303br No. 4 Mk II Sporting Rifle R 2500.00

Manufactured ROF Fazakerley 1949. Shortened fore end and recoil pad added to butt. 

Good plus condition.
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G33 .303br No. 4 Mk II Rifle R 2500.00

Manufactured ROF Fazakerley 1949. Rifle is sporterised with shortened fore end and 

finger grooves cut into pistol grip. Red dot fitted. Good plus condition.

G34 12ga 'Sawn-off' O/U Shotgun R 1750.00

A Renato Gamba O/U with the barrels shortened to 13.75" (350mm), clean bores. 

Ejector single trigger model, engraved case hardened action. Stock  removed behind 

pistol grip. Good condition.

G35 .338lapua mag Brno M98 Rifle R 12500.00

One for the long distance enthusiasts. A 26 3/8" (670mm) heavy round barrel is threaded 

at the muzzle for a moderator. It is free-floating in the synthetic stock. Single shot M98 

bolt action surmounted by a bridge holding a Bushnell Banner scope of prodigious power. 

Appears to be unused and as new.

G36 No Item

G37 .22/.410br Savage Mod 24 O/U Combination R 1250.00

The first of a trio. This one with the standard 24" (610mm) barrels, both with good bores, 

but lacking a rear sight. The wooden stock splitting somewhat at the rear of the action.

G38 .22/.410 Savage/Stevens O/U Combination R 1250.00

Standard 24" barrels, good bores, front and rear sights present. Polymer forearm and 

stock. Good condition.

G39 .22/.410 Stevens O/U Combination Gun R 950.00

This one shows some pitting in the smoothbore barrel though the rimfire one is fine. The 

polymer stock is a bit loose on the tangs. Action is bronzed. Fair condition.

G40 .410br Noble Mod.70 Pump Action Shotgun R 2500.00

Noble Model 70, proofed for 3" magnum cartridges, the 26" (66cm) barrel is full choked 

and has a good bore. Action of some alloy keeps the weight down to 2.65kg (5.9lbs). 

Plain hardwood stock has a LOP of 13 3/4" (35cm).

G41 .410br Spanish S/S boxlock N//E  Shotgun R 9500.00

The 27 7/8"(708mm) barrels with good bores and full choked. The rib tapering from the 

breech to the muzzles. A extractor model, colour case-hardened boxlock action, auto 

safety. The stock chequered to 18LPI at the pistol grips and the beavertail forearm with a 

wrap-around pattern. LOP is 14 3/8" to the front trigger. Very good condition.

G42 .410br Laila S/S Boxlock N/E Shotgun R 9500.00

The 70cm (27.5") barrels with good bores, both choked full. A tapered matted top rib. 

The box lock, extractor action with an auto safety. Action sides show a rural scene with a 

pointer. Slim fore arm and semi pistol grip stock, 20LPI flat top chequering. Good 

condition.

G43 20ga Ugartachea S/S Shotgun R 12500.00

The 68cm (26.75") barrels have good bores and are choked improved on the right and 

3/4 on the left. The slightly dished top rib has a very slight taper from the breech down to 

the muzzles. Boxlock action is an ejector model and has an auto safety, a silvered finish. 

The engraving of restrained scrollwork, excellently done. The straight hand stock and 

fore arm are chequered to 20LPI inside double borders. The LOP is 14" to the butt. Very 

good condition.

G44 12ga Manufrance Pump Shotgun R 2500.00

With a 20" (508mm) barrel, strictly for defence, 3 shot magazine tube. Gun appears to be 

unused. The pale  hardwood stock and forearm can be easily darkened. Good condition.

G45 10ga Browning S/Auto Waterfowling Gun R 12500.00

Black finished synthetic stock. Multi-choke 26" vent-rib barrel chambered for 3,5" 10ga. 

Magnum round. A heavy gun weighing 11lbs., one would want some weight to soak-up 

recoil. Gun is presently fitted with full choke tube, others are missing. Very good plus to 

excellent condition. The ultimate wildfowling gun?

G46 12ga Winchester Mod 1300 Defender shotgun R 3500.00

Another of the same, this with the more usual 18 3/4" (476mm) barrel with a front sight 

bead. Good condition.
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G47 12ga Maverick M88 Pump-Action Riot Shotgun R 3750.00

With a 20" barrel, making it legal in the USA, plus magazine extension. All synthetic 

furniture and includes a carry sling fitting on the magazine tube. Appears to be unused 

and as new.

G48 12ga Hatsan Shotgun Pump-Action Shotgun R 1950.00

With a 18.5"(470mm), synthetic black stock and forearm, another of the genre. Good 

condition.

G49 12ga Maverick Mod 88 Pump-Action Shotgun R 4000.00

A 20" (508mm) version, this has lost most of the action's finish, but this has not affected 

its working. Fair to good condition.

G50-51 No Item

G52 12ga Rottweil Semi-Auto Shotgun R 4500.00

Another of the engraved action model. The wood perhaps a few shades redder, but the 

condition remains very good.

G53 12ga Mossberg Mod 395KB Bolt Action Shotgun R 2000.00

Very unusual to see a bolt-action shotgun in this country though they are quite common 

in Germany. This one with a 27" (686mm) barrel with a screw-in variable choke device at 

the muzzle. The bore is very good and the magazine, though its spring appears to be 

defunct, usually takes 2 rounds, giving you 3 in total. Apart from the sad box magazine, 

the rest of the gun looks unused.

G54 No Item

G55 12ga SKB Mod 605 O/U Shotgun R 11500.00

Polished action, single trigger multichoke (other chokes in a box), non-auto safety, 

ejector model. The 30" (76.2cm) barrels with pristine bores. Woodwork spotless. 

Excellent as-new condition. LOP 14 1/8" (36cm). Weight 3.55kg (7.7lbs).  VVGC.

G56 12ga Winchester Mod 37 Single Barrel Shotgun R 750.00

Clean bore to 30" (762mm) barrel with a tight full choke. 2 3/4" Chamber. Trigger cocks 

with a small hammer just behind the opening lever. Plain straight-grained American 

walnut. VGC.

G57 .410 Marca Grulla S/S Shotgun R 7500.00

With 26" (660mm) barrels, bores are somewhat pitted ahead of the chambers. Top rib 

tapers down to the muzzles. Boxlock with auto safety, extractor model, silvered action 

nicely engraved with floral scrollwork. The stock and semi-beavertail forearm nicely 

chequered to 22LPI. LOP from front trigger to butt 14 1/4". Fair to good condition.

G58 12ga Baikal S/S Shotgun R 4000.00

Typical Baikal, 26" (660mm) tubes with good clean bores and choked a tight 1/2 on the 

right and full on the left. Boxlock of the non-auto safety and extractor persuasion. At 

3.1kg (7lbs) quite a light gun. Very good condition.The beech stock and forearm in good 

shape.

G59 No Item

G60 12ga Winchester Pump Action Shotgun - Cased R 4500.00

The 77cm (30 3/8") barrel with a matted 10mm wide ventilated top riib is full choked and 

has a good bore. The stock and forearm of quite good walnut with impressed 

chequering. Green synthetic case. Good condition.

G61 12ga FN "Humpback" Mod A5 S/Auto Shotgun R 4250.00

With a 25.5" (650mm) barrel with a ventilated top rib and a very clean bore. A 5 shot auto 

on the long recoil principle. Barrel finish is still okay but the action's is mainly gone. Slight 

(repairable) crack to back RHS of forearm. Otherwise in reasonable good condition.

Conditions of Sale

The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal announcement 
during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the property listed in this 
catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the said property that we act 
for.
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1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by     
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a)  The bid price,
b)  A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at   

15% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.375%)
c)  And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 15% of the bid price. It is recorded  

that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot 
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to  
such premium. 

2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased  
the lot being offered and to have:

a)  assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in 
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein

b)  to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar  
days from the date of sale.

In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have assumed 
full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions contained 
herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence or permit for 
possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said 
licences

Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may 
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to 
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against

the prevailing terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the 
Auction purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the 
dealer

It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between 
the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body 
not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been 
settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or 
in Bank Cleared funds. 

All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club 
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the 
aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card 
settlements.

No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been 
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in 
addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without 
limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole 
discretion may:
a)   cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b)   resell the property.

3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or 
collected, within 4 (Four) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to 
be abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover 
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the 
purchaser.
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No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not 
be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in 
this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs 
including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our 
attorneys fees and incidental charges.

All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this

clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the

seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.

9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so 
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers 
including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance 
and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.

10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are 
governed by the laws of South Africa.  By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order-bid 
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach, 
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims 
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be 
resolved by the parties in 10.  

In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of any 
item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00 per 
calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of 
the month within which the four month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in 
his obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such 
item to recover such fee.

4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such 
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued 
number and no lot shall be divided for sale.

5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall 
be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole 
opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to 
determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall 
be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.

6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or 
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable 
only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for 
consequential or incidental damages. 

Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative 
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.  

7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by 
the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s 
behalf in order to protect such reserve. 
Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY 

A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.

8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR

IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP, 

PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR 

HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT 

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY 

OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
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These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers 
and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the 
terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us 
unless specifically stated in writing signed by us. 

11. Absentee Bids.  As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction, 
we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the 
bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.

Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum 
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the 
event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no 
responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.

12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots. 
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to 
bidder or seller as to the actual price. 
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the 
estimate value. 

13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the 
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor. 
By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500 R     50-00 increments
501 - 1999 R    100-00 increments
2,000-4,999 R    250-00 increments
5,000-9,999 R    500-00 increments
10,000-19,999 R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 > R 2,500-00 increments
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM
To:

Lot No: Description: Limit:

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

River Crescent                                                                   Email: info@classicarms.co.za

Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)                                                     Tel: 013 656 2923

PO Box 484                                                                        

Signature :                                                                          Date:

ID Number: 

Postal Address:

Residential Address:

Tel :                                                                       Fax: 

Cell :                                                     Email:

1042

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 65 to be held on 3rd August 2019

Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by:  16h00 Thursday 1st August 2019

I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;

Full Name: (Please Print) 
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